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Background 
 
The first phase of tsunami housing programme in Tamil Nadu was implemented by 
government, NGOs and other private organizations. Of the total 54667 houses planned for the 
tsunami affected population, 26000 houses have been completed. The remaining houses are 
expected to be completed by December 2007. The Government of Tamil Nadu  is providing 
infrastructure to the settlements in all affected districts. There are indications from the field 
which suggest  that there has been limitations in the provision of basic infrastructure and in 
ensuring participation of the community and beneficiaries. The UNDP / UNTRS commissioned 
an assessment of the housing programme and habitat in the tsunami affected ares of Tamil 
Nadu and to assess the follow up of the recommendation made in the stock take in June 
2006. The main areas of the assessment include status of housing, habitat planning, which 
include participatory planning provision of basic infrastructure,   energy & environment issues, 
community participation, and housing coordination and monitoring. 
 
 
Shelter and Habitat workshop --Agenda  
 
A consultation was organised to share the findings of the assessment with the government 
and other stakeholders. The opportunity was used to share the experiences of the NGOs 
working in areas of housing and  habitat planning, understand cross-country perspectives (Sri 
Lanka and Indonesia) and for the government to share its perspective.. . It is intended that the 
issues identified in the consultations pertaining to quality of the housing, infrastructure 
provision and community involvement, will provide inputs both for the ongoing housing 
programme as well as for the second phase of housing.  The main themes of the  consultation 
were: 
 

1. Habitat Planning and development 
2. Beneficiary participation 
3. Project Management and Structure 

 
The participants of the consultation were administrators, NGOs, donor representatives and 
specialists in the field of sustainable social infrastructure development [refer Annexure for the 
list of participants].  
 
The proceedings of the workshop 
 
The Consultation began with the opening speech by Ms. Deirdre Boyd, Country Director, 
UNDP India. Ms Boyd welcomed the participants and explained the need for workshop on 
housing issues and habitat planning. She shared the experience of Maldives.  Ms. Boyd also 
pointed out that housing is a critical issue which required multi-dimensional approach that 
would take into perspective livelihood of the people displaced, legal issues, environment and 
ecological issues.  
 
Mr M.F.Farooqui, Special Commissioner and Commissioner of Revenue Administration made 
the key note presentation. Mr. Farooqui pointed out that we should see opportunity in the 
calamity while cautioning against thrusting ideas on tsunami affected community. He 
emphasized that decisions taken in the disaster programme should be  is realistic, practical 
and sustainable. In the context of post tsunami reconstruction programme he suggested that 
one should try what is practical and not what is ideal that may not work in reality. Attention 
was drawn to look at the economics of relocation from the perspective of the affected 
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community. He was of the view that one should opt for  time tested solutions and not to 
“experiment” in a disaster context. There was a suggestion that the minimum distance of the 
settlements from the coast line should be reviewed by considering the socio-economic and 
cultural aspects of the people.                                 

                                                                     
 
Mr Farooqui emphasized that the community ownership and responsibility is crucial for 
success of government programmes. The government and community interaction is a two way 
process. While the community has the right to convey its demands they should also be aware 
about their responsibilities.  
 
Mr. Farooqui was of the view that there is a need for a holistic perspective- a global 
perspective in the local context. He briefly explained the implications of the scale of funds 
involved in  tsunami for other development programmes.  
 
Presentations 
 
Session I – Overview  
 
In the first session on the status of shelter reconstruction and overview  presentations were 
made by Mr C.V.Sankar, Officer on Special Duty, Relief and Rehabilitation, Government . of 
Tamil Nadu, Mr David Evans, Regional Technical Advisor, UN Habitat Sri Lanka, Mr Sandeep 
Virmani, Hunnarshaala Foundation 
 
Presentation 1 -  Mr C.V.Sankar, I A S, Officer on Special Duty, Relief and Rehabilitation, 
Government  of Tamil Nadu 
 
Mr.Sankar presented an overview of the tsunami shelter and settlements,  and the initiatives 
and  achievements of government of Tamil Nadu. Highlighting the achievements of 
Government of Tamil Nadu he emphasized the increase in the awareness and practice of 
disaster-resistant housing construction, various innovative approaches on the housing 
reconstruction and public-private partnership in  tsunami reconstruction. The shelter 
programme has had positive outcome in improving the quality of living of the affected 
community.  Lessons were learnt from the challenges faced  in the Land acquisition for the 
relocation of settlements.  
 
In housing programmes Mr. Sankar suggested that specific attention should be paid to  
improved co-ordination between various agencies, community consultations / involvement, 
technical capacity of implementing agencies, ,management of infrastructure facilities, site-
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specific technical and social support mechanisms and capacities, quality and monitoring 
issues and better coastal sanitation and solid waste management arrangements 
 
 
Presentation 2  -  Mr David Evans, Chief  Technical Advisor, UN Habitat, Sri Lanka 
 
Mr David Evans made a detailed presentation of tsunami housing programme in Srilanka and 
the role of UN-Habitat. He discussed the, challenges faced and lessons learnt during the 
implementation of housing programme particularly in a changing political situation, conflict and 
large scale poverty in coastal districts. .  
 
The presentation analysed the challenges in the implementation of housing programme in SL 
and emphasized the  advantages of adopting an “owner driven approach”. Key challenges 
identified in the housing programme in Sri Lanka  include 
 

! .Policy uncertainty: Enormous loss of momentum 
! Policy uncertainty and enormous loss of momentum  
! Donors and INGOs driven by large budgets and not good programmatic sense 
! Underestimation of the need/priority for effective coordinationUnderestimation of  
! Ineffective supervision of contractors by Donors and INGOs 
! Policy confusion, and lack of consultation has led to non-occupation of new houses 

(25% relocation programme) 
! Lack of priority given to environmental and infrastructure issues. Now a major cause of 

non-occupation of completed houses  
! Absence of integrated planning particularly in relation to land allocation  
! Lack of flexibility in relation to gender related land ownershippissues (coues (co- 

ownership)  
! Absence of finalised beneficiary lists confuses the planning process and leads to 

serious lack of transparency and leads to serious lack of transparency 
! Poor quality construction work will lead to years of repairs andPretrofitting (i.e. 

reinstalling appropriate sanitation). 
 

Equity issues have bedeviled the programme: inequity between and within tsunami 
affected communities; inequity between tsunami affected and neighbouring poor, but not 
affected; equity between n tsunami and conflict affected.  

 
The presentation dealt on the advantages/disadvantages of owner driven and contractor 
driven approaches of  tsunami housing programme.  The observations and suggestions made 
include : 
 

! Overwhelmingly the Home Owner Driven construction approach comes out on top as 
the preferred option for low density housing in Sri Lanka.  

! Contractor driven has more inherent risks: future non-occupation; poor quality ‘corner 
cutting’; fails to support other objectives of engaging families to participate in the 
rebuilding of their lives after a major disaster. 

 
! Policy should be unambiguous and developed through consultation. Equity issues 

need to be addressed early.  
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! Environment and infrastructure, including community infrastructure, should be at the 
forefront of all housing  planning processes 

 
! Absence of finalised beneficiary lists confuses the planning process and leads to 

serious lack of transparency 
 
! Much closer cooperation between district administration and local authorities is 

essential.  
 
! Public Information Campaigns are required to inform affected families of their rights 

 
! Vulnerability assessment and preparation of a multi hazard map is essential for 

settlement planning, 
 
! Site drainage, sanitation & solid waste management are the important aspects in 

habitat planning. 
 
 
Presentation 3  Mr Sandeep Virmani, Hunnarshaala Foundation 
 
Mr Virmani presented an analysis of  the status of tsunami housing and settlements in Tamil 
Nadu and the follow up of recommendations made in the take stock in mid 2006. The 
presentation was on the study carried out by Hunnarshala for UN. The presentation dealt on 
the progress in different areas of housing and shelter. He made a comparative analysis of  the 
recommendations made during mid 2006 study which was agreed by stakeholders during 
take,  stock and  follow up actions by the government. The main areas of analysis were  
 

1. Construction \ design \ planning 
2. Sites selection 
3. Repairs and retro-fitting \ traditional building typologies 
4. Sanitation 
5. Social involvement 

  
Some of the observation made by Mr Virmani include 
 

! Complete services and infrastructure to be provided to these relocated settlements 
! Evolve a replicable and sustainable model for community involvement in habitat 

planning and make room for the communities to participate in the construction process 
! Involve community in site selection for relocation  
! Environment and infrastructure should be at the forefront of all housing  planning 

processes 
! Pattern of living is the backbone in micro and macro level planning 
! Consider natural protection for wind and tsunami while carrying out habitat planning. 

This requires specialists’ interventions 
! Alternative to RCC should be explored – alternative appropriate environment friendly 

construction material to be extended 
! Emphasis and strategize retrofitting as a long term measure 
! Minimum standard for temporary shelter construction is necessary  
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! Develop a project management system with clearly defined responsibilities of the key 
role players, human resource allocation, scheduling, monitoring and control system – 
key to the success is the responsibility and job description. 

! Use the existing institutional system with the clearly defined interface with the NGOs 
and the community 

! Separate guidelines for RCC and load-bearing structures (Guidelines at a draft stage – 
they will be important for the next phase of housing)  

! Guidelines for repair and retro-fitting (Repair and retro-fitting guidelines prepared but 
not yet disseminated)  

!   Clarification on confusion of safety features (Workshop held July 11 2006 by 
UNDP/GOTN, findings not incorporated into guidelines yet). 

! Third Party audit & training (In Nagapattinam a mandated third party audit and training 
system has been initiated by NCRC and District Administration). 

 
 
SESSION II :  HABITAT PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
In the session II the Experts and NGOs shared their experience in the area of community 
based habitat planning - on approaches adopted in tsunami affected areas.   
 
Ms Radha Kunke, Sociologist, Architect & Development, Vijag 
Mr Benny Kuriakose, Architect Planner, Chennai 
Mr Nandan Balsavar, Architect Planner,Chennai 
Mr Sandeep Virmani, Hunnarshaala Foundation,Bhuj, Gujarat.  
Mr Disa Weerapana, Regional Policy Advisor, UN Habitat, Sri Lanka 
 
There was holistic perception of housing as a habitat and not merely providing shelters. The 
perception shared by all presenters was that in large scale disasters the interventions become 
supply oriented and the response by different agencies often does not match the infrastructure 
development policy and peoples needs. In their view to be proactive sustainable development 
should include disaster mitigation and preparedness agenda. 
 
The observations and the  issues raised by the presenters working in Tamil Nadu were 
largely similar.  The salient points of the presentations of include: 
 
HABITAT PLANNING  
 
• Needs a process oriented integrated approach based on partnership by augmenting 

community wisdom.  
• Reconstruction should be  an integrated approach with  specific emphasis on the following 
 

! Technical Assessment of the existing situation  
! Vulnerability assessment 
! creating a Master Plan (community oriented and community visualized) 
! participatory identification of specific problems and solutions  
! Training & strengthening community perceptions 
! Participatory habitat planning   

 
• Pattern of living is the backbone in micro and macro level planning 
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• Conservation of environment and ecology should be built into habitat planning. Measures 

suggested include  provision for vegetation and plantation, use of renewable sources of 
energy  rain water harvesting, site drainage, sanitation & solid waste management 

 
• There should be sufficient consideration given to natural protection for wind and tsunami 

while carrying out habitat planning. 
  
• To plan for Sustainable Development of a settlement and converge reconstruction 

activities with development programmes. 
 
 
 
DESIGN 
 

! As construction progresses, the house owners want to make changes. About one 
fourth of the households had begun making additions to their homes with coconut 
leave verandas, extensions on the first floor, compound walls etc. To the possible 
extent the design should be responsive to users and accommodate their extension 
plans. 

! Design should be physically challenged. Friendly. 
 

! Explore the possibility of shelters on stilt near the coast lines in exceptional cases. 
 
! A guideline for safety of traditional structures [non-engineered / traditional house 

typologies] should be provided by the TN government.  
 

! Traditional systems of housing should be accepted.  Traditional houses could be safe 
against disaster- there are good examples of high wind safe traditional shelters.. 

 
! Extending the traditional buildings in RCC is difficult. Demonstrate and promote 

traditional housing system. 
 

 
ENVIRONMENT ASPECTS  
 

! Human activity, in the Cauvery basin, in the recent past, has drastically affected the 
ecosystems, and their adverse impacts on humans has begun to show in the form of 
increasing salinity of ground water and land; flooding and loss of lives and livelihood. 
The degradation of mangroves, the damming and diversion ofwaters in the upper 
catchments are some of the reasons for increasing salt water intrusion from the sea. 

! Planning of infrastructure including site selection for habitations, roads, rails and 
pipelines is not incorporating an understanding of the drainage of the Cauvery delta 
basin. There are no norms for earth moving and weak 
enforcement of protection of drainage. These are particularly important in a flat 
topography, where the effects of disturbing the natural drainage systems by humans 
can be seen several kilometres away. 

! In an otherwise flat topography, communities in the past preferred habitations behind 
sand dunes and/or on higher elevations, but awareness on the important role of dunes 
and hence its protection is not there in planning projects today. 
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! There is a tendency to clear sites of all vegetation and trees to build settlements, even 
though very little of the original tropical dry evergreen forests exist. This practice of 
removing trees is unwarranted. 

! Natural features like sand dunes and mangroves have played an important role in 
saving lives and property, in the tsunami. Hence they should not only be preserved but 
also restored to its original state. 

! Traditionally people were aware of the ecosystems and the role they play in their lives. 
This traditional knowledge should be revived and this will encourage them to protect 
their ecosystems 

 
 
Drinking water  
 
! Other than Nagapattinum all the districts of Kancheepuram, Cuddalore and 

Kanyakumari are in a positive water balance. The situation of Cuddlore district is 
particularly good with a sound recharge system and an excellent sand stone aquifer. 

! Nagapattinam faces a major water shortage. Salinity has entered its aquifer, which is a 
recent development caused due to incorrect human interventions, like the damming 
and diversion of river waters, in its upstream, North wards. 

 
Environment Impact of Construction material 
 
! As sand and aggregate are not evenly available in the rehabilitation areas, the 

pressure of mining these materials is on a few places, there mining exceeds the 
permissible limits. 

! Country bricks are not only of poor quality, but also the manufacturing technology is 
extremely inefficient in terms of fuel and emissions. 

! RCC houses have a far higher embodied energy then traditional housing types, and so 
cause more ecological damage.  

! When compared to traditional thatch or tile roof houses, RCC construction uses far 
more sand, aggregate and other non-renewable materials that are not locally available 
and that have energy intensive extraction /manufacture /transportation procedures.  

 
      Sanitation  

 
! SPISF’s and FABR require a great deal of pumping, technical staff, capital and 

recurring costs. These may only be viable (economically and management-wise) in 
larger, densely populated towns that too, if municipal capacities for operation and 
maintenance exist. 

! Oxidation ponds system is promising as it works on gravity and most of the treatment 
is decentralized at the house level itself, in the three chambers. Another interesting 
aspect of the system was that it helped revive and sustain the natural wet land into 
which the treated water is proposed to be released. These can be recommended for 
villages with sufficient land and gradient. 

! DEWATS has been successfully implemented in many locations both in and outside of 
India. It is a flexible technology, and economical and simple to operate and maintain.  

! SHAFTS, have been successfully used in the reconstruction work in Indonesia. 
SHAFTS and ECOSON, have an advantage over other systems in that they do not 
require large infrastructure works, or major excavations. Also responsibility for 
maintenance (very little) lies with the houseowner as the waste remains within the 
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house owners property. For Tamil Nadu conditions we must wait and see the results of 
the treated discharge of the SHAFTS prototypes installed in Tarangambadi. 

! ECOSAN, requires a sensitive program for implementation and community 
education. 

 
TECHNOLOGY 
 

! RCC is costly and highly energy inefficient. Alternative to RCC should be explored 
! Promotion and replication on alternative building elements to be encouraged at policy 

level. 
! Retrofitting requires adequate attention, policy to be framed for retrofitting and 

traditional building systems. 
! Care should be taken not to push any particular technology too hard. 
! There is need for better clarity regarding technical specifications for disaster safe 

construction. . 
 
Minimum standard for temporary shelter construction is to be defined. 
 
SRI LANKAN EXPERIENCE: MR DISA WEERAPANA 
 
Sharing the Sri Lankan  experience Mr. Weerapana emphasized that the community has the 
capacity to build their own lives and homes and therefore should be made responsible 
partners in housing and settlement programmes. The process adopted by government and 
other agencies should enable the responsibility of families to build a basic secure home, to 
incrementally improve it when additional resources are made available.  
 
The Home owner driven approach was most widely accepted and Mr. Weerapana was of the 
view that it should be encouraged. While harnessing capacity of the affected families in the 
reconstruction is important, he was emphatic that the minimum standards should be 
prescribed by the government. 
 
 
SESSION III :  BENEFICIARY PARTICIPATION 
 
The presentations on beneficiary participation included experience NGOs working in Tamil 
Nadu, the assessment of beneficiary participation in shelter programme by Hunnarshala and 
the Sri Lankan experience. The presenters were of the view that beneficiary participation is 
the key to the success in any post disaster reconstruction planning and implementations. 
Ownership is the most critical issue in housing and habitat programme which can be facilitated 
by community participation.  
 
The observation and suggestions made by  
 

Ms Radha Kunke, Sociologist,  
Mr Benny Kuriakose, Architect Planner 
Mr Nandan Balsavar, Architect Planner 
Mr Sandeep Virmani, Hunnarshaala.   

 
 

! Replicability of NGO  participation models needs to be further examined. 
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! There should be a two way communication between the people and the 
Govt/NGO/CBO.  

! There should be adequate institutional space for community participation in different 
stages of housing programme.  

! The responsibility of the beneficiary should be clarified. 
! Use physical models of building to interact with the community 
! Provide “core house”. 
! Capacity building of the stakeholders is essential. 

 
  
The Sri Lankan experience was shared by Mr Disa Weerapana 
 

! Placing people at the centre of the recovery process. Beneficiaries are partners in their 
own development . 

! There should  be methods and tools to help communities. Community should be 
guided with critical information, and facilitation is required for identifying  development 
options, and in prioritizing needs. 

! The community centered planning and construction process not only helps to rebuild 
people’s homes but also helps rebuild their lives.  

 
 
 
DAY – 2 ( 10th May 2007) 
 
 
SESSION IV : PROJECT MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
 
The main focus of this session was to examine the project management structure of housing 
programme and factors affecting quality of housing.  It was also intended to draw from the 
experience from other countries in the management of housing programme quality . The 
government perspective was presented by Mr. C.V. Shankar, OSD and the field situation by 
Ms Nidhi, Hunnarshalla. The Sri Lanka experience was presented by Mr.David Evans. 
 
Presentation I  by Mr C.V.Sankar 
 
The first presentation of the session was made by Mr. Sankar. He outlined the  project 
management structure of tsunami programme in TN.  Explaining different types funding for 
tsunami programme Mr. Sankar mentioned that there was no separate system set up for 
tsunami programme and it was managed within the existing administrative structure with some 
additions. The administrative structure for managing tsunami programme was headed by 
Relief commissioner. The Project Monitoring Unit headed by OSD at the state was established 
to manage WB, ADB and Japanese fund works within this structure. The programme 
management has been administratively decentralized to the district to enable faster and better 
monitoring. To facilitate speedy decision-making in implementing tsunami programme 
empowered committees headed by Chief Secretary was established.  
 
 
Contextualizing the housing programme within the government administrative structure for 
tsunami programme Mr. Sankar outlined the strategies adopted by the government that 
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contributed to enhancing quality, accountability, and transparency in housing. The strategies 
pointed out include: 
 
• Focused leadership at political and administrative levels and constant monitoring. 
• Complete decentralization of powers to local district officials.  
• Need based relief activities taken up in advance, examples being the sustenance 

packages, packages for fishermen, farmers and for orphaned children / adolescent girls.  
• Effectively leveraging the flow of resources from all sources (Govt., NGO’s, CSO’s, 

Corporate Sector). 
• Emphasis on institution building on promotion on appropriate technology – with NGOs and 

building centers. 
• Risk Mitigation and Insurance as part of rehabilitation and reconstruction. 
• Strict building standards and supervisory mechanisms to ensure compliance with large 

scale capacity building measures. 
• Emphasis on “traditional building” with systems and promotion of various energy efficient 

appropriate building technologies. 
• Participation of the community at every level of decision making 
• Comprehensive coverage of all sectors touching every affected family.  
• Extensive use of web technology to enable transparency, efficiency and seamless 

communication. 
• Focus on the conservation of coastal ecology. 

 
 

Mechanisms were setup to improve transparency in housing. Some of the initiates by 
Government of TN include, district and village monitoring committees, publication of the list of 
beneficiaries, effective redressal mechanisms and involvement of coordination centres. There 
were  0.188 million petitions filed, out of which 0.183 millions were disposed   While Mr. 
Sankar was of the view that participation of the community could have been better, he 
explained that Government of TN was effective in ‘Building Back Better’.  
 
Presentation 2 by Mr David Evans 
 
The second presentation was made by Mr David Evans, UN Habitat, SL. He began by 
outlining the important parameters of effective programme management which included 
technical, budget, schedule, political, and operational aspects. He explained the political 
context of SL and its implications for tsunami programme. SL had an initial ad-hoc project 
management structure comprising several taskforces including one by UN, Disaster 
Management Centre, Centre for National Operations (CNO) a temporary setup supported UN,  
and Task force for Rebuilding the Nation (TAFREN)  envisaged as a permanent management 
structure. The Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies (CHA) played an active role  in the initial 
stages of recovery.  
 
Tsunami Housing Reconstruction Unit (THRU) which functioned within the ambit of  RADAR 
was located in  Ministry  of Urban Development.  THRU had the responsibility of facilitating 
acquisition of land, providing technical specifications, assessment of infrastructure 
requirements and providing staff at the district. RADA was the central coordination body and 
monitored the housing programme.  
 
Mr. Evans explained briefly about the UN Habitat housing project. The UN habitat played a 
significant role in supporting RADA, providing support to district staff and GAs in conducting 
meetings, data collation , identification of issues and communication with NGOs.  UN habitat 
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supported development of District Housing Profiles,  holistic housing requirement assessment, 
coordination of Donor Working Group on Housing (integrating watsan and infrastructure) and 
facilitating’ relationships between RADA and Line Ministries.  Steps were taken to coordinate  
Housing and Habitat Forum (NGOs),  provide briefings for CHA and Donors, support to 
National Housing Policy Development, promotion of Insurance schemes and support efforts to 
develop a comprehensive disaster management centre..  
 
UN  played a very important role  in strengthening the programme management structures by 
providing support  for capacity building to the districts CADREP. UN Habitat promoted the 
need for Coordination project to support housing. Although there were delays in the 
implementation of these programmes these significantly contributed to developing permanent 
programme management structures. 
 
   
Issues in the effective implementation of housing and infrastructure programme according to 
Mr. Evans were: 
 
! Ensuring quality of housing with 450 new INGOs/contractors implementing construction. 

The competition among the NGOs has also been a problem. 
! Capacity and experience of RADA staff and technical problems re infrastructure, drainage, 

water tables. 
! Confused levels of Authority between GAs and RADA/THRU. 
! Requirements unclear – no ‘claimholder’ lists. 
! Unrealistic timeframe for construction of the houses 
 
Presentation 3 by Ms Nidhi Tiwari 
 
The final presentation of the session on field situation in project management and quality was 
made by Ms Nidhi, of Hunnarshala. The presentation examined effectiveness programme 
management systems, beneficiary tracking, coordination between different agencies, 
mechanisms for appropriate solutions and  quality. The presentation was based on the 
assessment carried pout by Hunnershaala.  
 
The findings presented raised the most discussed issue about beneficiary list. Nidhi pointed 
out that the beneficiaries lists are in the process of finalization in several places, and 
continues to be a contentious issue for district administration as well as NGOs. There is no 
time frame for finalization of lists. The NGOs did not have anyone to arbitrate for them and 
negotiated among themselves.  
 
Land acquisition exercise has largely been completed in consultation with panchayats. It has 
been found that the site selection does not fully comply with the drainage requirements and 
environment concerns.   
 
In the case of houses that were completed there were gaps in completion of housing 
construction and provisioning of basic infrastructure. Lack of sanitation facilities was found in 
some of the sites. 
 
While relocation has been the preferred choice in almost 80% of the cases  most of the 
beneficiaries also wanted to retain their earlier dwelling close to sea shore. 
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Key  Recommendations  
 
The consultation raised several critical issues in the area of housing and habitat planning. 
Following are the recommendations and suggestions drawn from the presentations and group 
discussions.  
 
1. There should institutional mechanisms to enhance  participation of  community and 
beneficiaries 
 
During the consultation experiences of community participation were shared and there was 
consensus that beneficiary participation and satisfaction was key to programme success. It 
was suggested that beneficiaries should be involved in all stages of programme. To enable 
community participation there should be “effective” grievance and redressal mechanisms.   
 
2. There is a need for  paradigm shift in approach to housing, there is a need for a shift from 
housing programme to habitat planning which is participatory . 
 
It was suggested that "adequate shelter’ means more than a roof over one's head. It should 
include    
 

– adequate privacy;  
– adequate space;  
– physical accessibility;  
– adequate security;  
– security of tenure;  
– structural stability and durability;  
– adequate lighting, heating and ventilation;  
– adequate basic infrastructure, such as water-supply, sanitation and waste-

management facilities;  
– suitable environmental quality and health-related factors;  
– and adequate and accessible location with regard to work and basic facilities: 

all of which should be available at an affordable cost. 
 
3. There is need for quality standards and regulations for housing and habitat. While 
developing a habitat  the important criteria that needs to considered include: 
 

! Technical and vulnerability assessment of the existing habitat  
! Creating a Master Plan (community oriented and community visualized) 
! participatory identification of specific problems and solutions  
! Provision for vegetation and plantation 
! Promotion of traditional housing and  of living is the backbone in micro and macro level 

planning 
! Provision of basic infrastructure – water, sanitation, electricity, roads,  
! Strategy for Operation and maintenance of all the assets created.  
! To the possible extent – renewable energy and environment friendly technology 

options to be incorporated.  
! Consider rain water harvesting while doing the layout of the settlement. 
! Encourage institutions promoting “appropriate energy efficient technology”.  
! Clear policy on “retrofitting” as a risk reduction measure needs to be worked out. 
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4. A comprehensive project management system needs to be established to implement 
housing and habitat programme. The programme management system should include and 
cover comprehensively to the present housing programme with the planned second phase of 
State sponsored housing programme : 
 
  

1. Planning 
2. Implementation 
3. Coordination 
4. Monitoring and quality assurance 
5. Grievance redressal mechanism 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Consultation on the Shelter and Habitat development  
- Post-tsunami reconstruction in  Tamil Nadu 

 
Wednesday 9th May and 10th May 2007, Chennai 

Jointly organised by 
Government of Tamil Nadu and UNDP  

 
Venue – Deccan Plaza,  

36, Royapettah High Road, Chennai, 600014 
Phone No - 55713333 

 
Background 
 
Permanent shelter construction is being carried out in various tsunami affected districts 
of Tamil Nadu. In supporting the shelter construction, an extensive socio-technical 
assessment was undertaken in seven of the most affected districts to look at various 
aspects of shelter reconstruction. The recommendations of the assessment were made 
after a consultative exercise with all stakeholders at a State level workshop. Efforts were 
made at various levels to realise the recommendations in the on going shelter 
reconstruction. The proposed study would capture to what extent the recommendations 
are realised and to further identify issues and learning from the current phase of housing 
reconstruction. It is envisaged that this exercise would support in deriving the strategy for 
the existing and future shelter strategy with a total habitat planning concept.  
 
The objective of the study is to comprehensively assess the shelter reconstruction as 
carried out by the Government of Tamil Nadu. This study will try to establish a link 
between issues identified and recommendations made in the Mid-Term Socio-Technical 
Assessment 2006 (by the Hunnarshala Foundation) and will highlight issues that still 
need to be addressed at the State level. 
 
Objective 1 
Assess the extent to which recommendations made in the 2006 Study and Consultation 
have been incorporated at policy, field, and technical levels (within government project 
management structures at the State and District Level) 
 
Objective 2 
Assess the extent to which habitat development as a holistic approach (with its various 
facets as mentioned below in the Scope of Study: Community participation, Water, 
Sanitation, Energy, etc) has been adopted in the current phase of shelter reconstruction. 
 
The second part of the exercise is to look at the findings of the Study and also 
view other demonstrated habiat models by other agencies / experts to arrive at a 
strategy for the current and next set of houing reconstruction with a habitat 
perspective view. 
 
Objectives of the Consultation 
 

- To bring an opportunity for key stakeholders to look at various good practices and 
improvements required at various levels for effective shelter project 
implementation.   

- Participatory review of the existing strategies for shelter and habitat issues in light 
of the findings from the study 

 
Expected outputs 

- Understanding at the key stakeholders level to address issues pertaining to 
shelter with a “total habitat approach concept” 

- Plan of Action outlining the required measures and responsibilities to be 
undertaken by various stakeholders to bring supportive delivery mechanism  



Agenda 
Consultation on Housing and habitat development  

– Post tsunami reconstruction in Tamil Nadu 
Chennai  

 
Date  :  9th and 10th  May 2007 

    Time :  9.30 a.m. 
 

Venue – Deccan Plaza, 36, Royapettah High Road, Chennai, 600014,  
Phone No 044- 6571 3333 

 
Overall objective: 
 
Contribute to the development of a more comprehensive strategy towards habitat 
development in housing reconstruction in Tsunami affected areas of Tamil Nadu, 
India, through: 

- A well coordinated habitat planning and development; 
- Ensuring appropriate levels of beneficiary participation, and; 
- Strengthening effective systems of management, monitoring and quality 

assurance. 
 

Time Session 
Facilitator/ 
Presenter 

Duration 
(minutes) 

9:00 – 
9:30 

Registration   

Day 1 Session 1 - Opening   
9:30 – 
9:35 

Welcome Address Ms Dierdre Boyd, 
Country Director, UNDP 

5 

    
9:35 – 
9:40 

 

Objectives and Expected Outputs of the 
Consultation  

Mr M.F.Farooqui,IAS, 
Special Commissioner 
and Commissioner  of 
Revenue Administration  

5 

9:40-
9:50 

Agenda, Ground rules Mr P.K.Das, 
Facilitator  

10 

    
 Session 2 – The current situation of 

reconstruction 
  

9:50 – 
10:05 

a) Update on progress of reconstruction; 
presentation by the GOTN, including: 

i. Targets/planned/target-
groups 

ii. Actual Nos. completed, 
handed over, percentages, 
dates etc. 

 

Mr C.V.Sankar, IAS 
Officer On Special Duty 
(Relief and 
Rehabilitation) 
 
 

15 

10:05– 
10:20 

b) Overview of Study Findings  of 2007 
Shelter Study 

i. Comparison with 2006 
ii. Issues organized along three 

themes of the workshop 
 

Mr Sandeep Virmani, 
Hunnarshaala 

15 



10:20 
– 

10:40 

c) An overview of the Shelter 
Reconstruction in Sri Lanka 

Mr David Evans, 
Chief Technical 
Advisor, UN Habitat 
Sri Lanka 

20 

10:40 
– 

11:00 

 
Question and Answer  

 
MR P.K.Das 

20 

Tea break (11:00 – 11:15) 
 Session 3 – THEME 1: Habitat 

Planning and Development 
  

11:15- 
11:20 

a) Introduction of the definition of 
Habitat Development 

b) After the intro there will be 
presentations of a few elements of 
habitat development with focus on 
who, does what, at what moment: - 
Habitat Planning ( Settlement planning, 
Watsan, Environment /energy.., 
infrastructure.) 
 

Mr P.K.Das 
 
 

5 
 
 

11:20 
– 

11:35 

Presentation on Sri Lankan Experience – 
habitat development perspective  

Mr Disa Weerapana, 
Regional Policy 
Advisor, UN – 
Habitat 

15 

 Presentation on Tamil Nadu experience   
11:35 

– 
11:50 

 
Presentation 1 

Ms Radha Kunke, 
Chief, Architect and 
Development, Vijag 

15 

11:50 
– 

12:05 

 
Presentation 2 

Mr Benny Kuriakose, 
Architect Planner, 
Chennai 

15 

12:05 
– 

12:20 

 
Presentation 3 

Mr Nandan Balsavar, 
Architect Planner, 
Chennai 

15 

12:20 
– 

12:40 

Presentation 4 Mr Sandeep Virmani, 
Hunnarshaala 

20 

12:40- 
1:10 

c) Group Work & Agreement on key 
elements of Habitat Development in 
Tamil Nadu context. 

 

Mr P.K.Das,  30  

Lunch ( 1:15 – 2:00) 
2:00 – 
2:30 
pm 

Presentation by each team on Theme 1  30 



 
 Session 4 – THEME 2: Beneficiary 

participation 
  

 Overview of case studies from Sri Lanka 
and India by different presenters ( UN 
Habitat / Hunnar shaala / Local 
presenters) 

  

2:30 – 
2:40 

a) Presentation 1 Mr Disa Weerapana 10 

2:40 – 
2:50 

b) Presentation 2 Mr Benny Kuriakose 10 

2:50 – 
3:00 

c) Presentation 3 Ms Radha Kunke 10 

3:00- 
3:10 

d) Presentation 4 Mr Nandan Balsavar 10 

3:10 – 
3:20 

e) Presentation 5 Hunnarshaala 10 

3:20 – 
3:40 

Question & Answer   20 

Tea Break (3:40 – 3:55) 
3:55 – 
4:30 

f) Group work: Each group will discuss 
the basic principle of participation and 
how it can be applied and the propose 
a basic and practical model for 
participation in the TN context 

 
 

 
35 

4:30 – 
5:00 

g) Presentations by each group   30 

5:00 – 
5:15 

h) Discussion and agreeing on a 
participation strategy and its key 
elements 

 15 

5:15 – 
5:25 

 WRAP UP – Day 1 Mr G.Padmanabhan, 
Emergency Analyst, 
UNDP  

10 

     
Day 2 Session 5 – THEME 3: Project 

Management and oversight 
  

9:30 – 
9:50 

a) Presentation of current project 
management structure and 
responsibilities – Tamil Nadu 

Mr C.V.Sankar 20 

9:50 – 
10:10 

b) Project Management structure and 
responsibilities – Sri Lanka 

Mr David Evans, UN 
Habitat Sri Lanka 

20 

10:10 
– 

10:20 

c) Monitoring and Coordination – 
presentation on the findings 

Hunnarshaala 30 

10:20 
– 

10:40 

Q & A Session Mr P.K.Das 20 

Tea Break (10:40 – 10:55) 
10:55–
11:35 

d) Group work: Identify key structure, 
activities and responsibilities for each 
of the stages of project management: 

Mr P.K.Das 40 



 
11:35 

– 
12:25 

- group 1: Planning and Management  
(State Level) 

  

 - group 2: Planning and Management  
(District level) 

  

 - group 3: Implementation   
 - group 4: Monitoring and Quality 

Assurance  
  

 - group 5: Beneficiary participation   
 e) Presentations ( 5 groups 10 minutes 

each) 
 50 

12:25-
12:50 

f) Discussion and recommendations  25 

    
12:45 
– 1:00 

Session 6 – Conclusions and next 
steps 

Mr C.V.Sankar 10 

1:00-
1:05 

Vote of Thanks Mr G.Padmanabhan, 
Emergency Analyst, 
UNDP 

5 

LUNCH  
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Housing & Shelter

C.V. Sankar, IAS,
Officer on Special Duty (RR)

Features

• Habitations (~214 nos.)
• Infrastructure
– Access roads
– Water supply
– Sanitation
– Street lights
– Community centres
– Anganwadi

Present Status - LA

589 
(90%)

Land acquired (ha.)

656Land required (ha.)

39.70
(87%)

Amount spent 
(Rs. in crore)

45.87Amount sanctioned 
(Rs. in crore)

Present Status – Construction –
Tsunami housing

11,662Houses repaired (nos.)

8,803Under construction (nos.)

9,818Completed & To be 
Handed-over (nos.)

16,307Handed-over (nos.)

54,667Houses planned (nos.)

Achievements
• Capacity-building for 

disaster-resistant housing 
construction

• Public-private partnership

• Land acquisition

• Improved standards of 
living

• Proactive & innovative 
approaches

Critical Issues and Lessons Learned

• Technical capacity 
• Infrastructure services and amenities
• Operation & maintenance challenges
• Community consultations / involvement
• Post-disaster planning
• Quality and monitoring issues
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Recommendations
• Improved co-ordination 

between various agencies
• Infrastructure facilities –

provision and operation & 
maintenance

• Site-specific technical and 
social support mechanisms 
and capacities

• Better coastal sanitation 
and solid waste 
management arrangements

• Hon’ble Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu 
reviewed tsunami rehabilitation works 
on 24.06.2006 with all the Coastal 
District Collectors, Ministers and 
Officials.  

Following were the key decisions taken:

– Mapping of vulnerable areas.
– Replacement of vulnerable houses with 

new, disaster resistant construction.
– Additional package of nets, life jackets, 

lanterns and ice boxes to fishermen.
– Speed up reconstruction of houses with 

amenities by NGOs / Government 
agencies.

– Speedier Environment and Town 
Planning clearances.

– Extending of education fee concession 
for one more year.

Road to Recovery – Initiatives of GoTN

C O L A C H E L  V IL L A G E
K A L K U L A M  T A L U K

T A M I L  N A D U   - D IS T R I C T S  M AP
K A N Y A KU M A R I

K A N Y A K U M A R I D IS T R IC T  - T A LU K S  A F FE C T E D

K A N Y A K U M A R I D IS T R IC T  - V ILLA G E S  A FF E CT E D

K A L K U L A M

A GA S T H E E S W A R A M

I N D EX

CO L AC H E L

V ILV A N CO DE

M oESM oES, ICM A M, ICM A M --PD, CH EN N A IPD, C H EN N A I

CO LA C H E L   C A D A S T R A L  M A P 
S H O W I N G  V U LN E RA B L E  AR E A S  

In  C o lac h el, the  w a ter  in u nd a te d (1 2 0 0 m ) th ro ug h  th e  P a m p a r 
e stu ary  a n d e n te red  th ro u gh  the  A V M  c a na l lea d in g  to  m a jor 
c au s a lities . T h e  inu n d a tio n  is  a b o ut 9 0 0 m  in  K o tilp a du  bu t fu rth e r 
s ou th  o f K o tilp a d u th e  im p ac t o f th e  tsu n a m i is  le ss  du e  to  p re s en c e  
o f h igh  sa n d  du n e s.

C O LA C H E L

K u r u m b a n a i

K o d im u n a i

S im o n  C o lon y

V a n iy a k u d i

S O U R C E  :
In un d a tio n  f ie ld  d a ta         :  IC M A M -P D , 

M in. o f E arth  S c ie nc e s
D ig it ize d  c a da s tra l M a ps  : IC M A M -P D ,

S urv e y a nd  L a nd  R ec o rd s
Q uic k b ird  im a ge               : D ig ita lg lo be .c om

( in  pa rt  o r  fu l l)

• Vulnerability Reduction in the coastal 
areas
– Tamil Nadu is prone to disasters and 

therefore, a comprehensive programme 
with Early Warning Systems, 
Evacuation Routes, Evacuation Shelters 
and training for disaster risk 
preparedness needs to be implemented.  
This programme will incorporate the 
features of training the community and 
preparation of disaster mitigation plans 
under the Disaster Risk Management 
Programme (DRMP).  Further measures 
to protect the coastal areas will be taken 
up under the National Cyclone Risk 
Mitigation Project (NCRMP). 

• Housing
– As part of the programme, Government 

of Tamil Nadu with the help of 
Government of India and World Bank 
will take up reconstruction of vulnerable 
houses in the coastal areas of Tamil 
Nadu up to 1000m from the HTL and up 
to 200m from the backwaters. 

Road to Recovery – Initiatives of GoTN (CONT…)

– A detailed household survey has 
been taken up and about 52000 
houses are to be reconstructed 
initially.  

– Rs.552 crore has been released by 
GoTN.

– Government of Tamil Nadu has 
sanctioned Rs.30 crore for 
acquisition of lands for relocating 
the vulnerable houses wherever 
necessary.  The construction of  in-
situ houses will commence shortly.

– Besides the houses, to make the 
coastal community fully resilient, 
they will be provided with Early 
Warning Systems, Evacuation 
Routes & Evacuation Shelters to 
protect them against any calamity 
in future.

Road to Recovery – Initiatives of GoTN  (cont.)

Vulnerable Houses

Housing – Before & After

Before After

THANK YOU
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Identifying issues for further study on environmental aspects of
Tsunami Rehabilitation

Study commissioned by UNDP India, UNTRS

Mandated by Government of Tamil Nadu

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

• Settlement planning
• Water and Sanitation
• Renewable energy
• Built forms – climate response, sustainable us of materials, embodied 

energy and costs

Presented by: Sandeep Virmani

Aims

Planning issues from an angle of holistic habitat planning 
Approach adopted in habitations to address habitat issues like : settlement 

patterns, timely provision of basic services, public infrastructure (such as 
access to schools, health centres, electricity, water, sanitation, and roads 
etc.), and community participation  

Water & Sanitation
Means by which sanitation issues have been addressed in near-completed 

shelters
Provision for sanitation in shelters that are being constructed and those 

being planned
Sources for drinking water in these shelters
The planning of rain water harvesting; extent of community participation in 

this process 

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEnvironmental Impact

Energy / environment:
Scope of renewable energy solutions being planned/ piloted in the shelters. 

Scope of introducing renewable energy solutions at least for common 
facilities like street lights/community halls.   

Current/proposed plans for environmentally friendly waste (solid/liquid waste) 
disposal and or management in shelters  

Supply-chain management of building materials- availability and use of 
local building materials and the impact of building material supply on 
energy and environment 

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEnvironmental Impact

Settlement site selection in the eco-systems of the Cauvary Delta Bain
Shishir Rawal
Prashant Hedeo
Mahavir Archarya

Sustainable use of water and sanitation
Water Yogesh Jadeja

Shezina Bhimani
Dhaval Parekh

Sanitation Tejas Kotak

Possibility of renewable energy use
Dhairya Dholokis
Hemant Lamba

Built forms – their climatic response, sustainable use of materials, 
embodied energy and costs

Mahavir Archarya

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEnvironmental Impact

• Kaveri is fanning into four streams in deltaic region
• Water load of three southern streams have been diverted into one major 

stream as flood control mechanism
• Satellite image shows general slope of entire delta towards south-east

Eco-systems Of Kaveri Delta

4 main types:

• Sand dunes and 
beaches 

• Estuaries and 
Mangroves

• Backwaters

• Tropical dry 
evergreen forest

• Agriculture fields

Mangrove Forests

• Grows in water by trapping silt
• Needs right combination of salt 

& fresh water (brackish water)
• Roots above water level for aeration
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Sand Dune – Usage
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Intolerant

SOURCE: “Design With Nature” by Ian L. McHarg

…to cross the secondary & primary dune a wooden
bridge can be provided for people to access the beach

Sand Dunes – South of Nagapattinam

View of Sand Dunes from Agricultural Fields

View of Agricultural Fields from top of Sand Dunes
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In case of Tamil Nadu coast it is “Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest”

Indigenous Fringe Forests

SOURCE: Conservation Science Program, World Wildlife Fund - US

• One of the very rare ecosystems in the world, most tropical dry
forests elsewhere are deciduous (shed their leaves during dry 
season)

• This particular one is evergreen because of extended north-east 
monsoon and heavy dew formation after monsoons

• One can see how it was in original state in sacred groves (lands 
attached to temples), some remnant forests can also be found in 
reserve forests on the plains, and around / on hillocks

Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest –
Characteristics

… Unfortunately almost 99% of it is destroyed / converted 
to agricultural fields over the last few centuries

Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest –
Characteristics

…biologically very rich, with diverse flora & fauna

Effect of Rehabilitation on TN Coastal 
Ecosystems

HUNNARSHALA – UNDP Survey

April 2007

Case Studies
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Present State:
! 44 houses in-situ built by Udhayam Palliagram

! Village in between the primary and secondary dune

! Village was saved by the primary dune it is now reduced 
to half its size after tsunami

! One hatchery before tsunami built on primary dune and 
one more hatchery has been added post-tsunami

! Dune is in good healthy condition and can be restored to 
its original state of pre-tsunami if it is protected and its 
vegetation restored

CASE STUDY I - Site on a Sand Dune
Pudhu Edaiyarkuppam (Kancheepuram Distt)

Pudhu Edaiyarkuppam (Kancheepuram)
Present State

Vegetation coming back

Primary Dune
With Vegetation

Village

Sea

Primary Dune Hatcheries

Village

! It would have been better if the new houses were 
constructed even beyond the secondary dune

! The dune as it stands today should be protected from any 
construction (also a violation of CRZ), such as houses, 
hatcheries, etc.

! It should be free from human movement as far as 
possible and access to the beach should be limited to few 
pathways over the dunes, this will help restore the dunes 
and its native vegetation

Pudhu Edaiyarkuppam (Kancheepuram)
Recommendations

Present State:
! Over 500 houses (relocation & in-situ) built by CASA

! Eanikkaranthottam (original village) about 1.2kms from the 
coast but was still affected by tsunami, the water came 
through backwaters

! Eanikkaranthottam village built in-situ; few houses of 
Akkarigori and Sonankuppam being relocated from closer to 
coast to next to Eanikkaranthottam.

! New location very close to backwaters

! 1500 coconut trees removed from the relocation site

! All get flooded during monsoons (knee to waist deep water)

CASE STUDY II - Site near Backwaters
Sonankuppam, Akkarigori, Eanikkaranthottam

(Cuddalore Distt)

Sonankuppam, Akkarigori, Eanikkaranthottam
Present State

1.3 kms

SO
U

R
C

E:
G
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e 
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h

Sonankuppam, Akkarigori, Eanikkaranthottam
Present State

Backwaters on left 
and village on right 

of concrete road
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! Too close to the backwaters, therefore high chances of 
flooding during rains, should have kept some buffer 
distance from edge of backwaters (about 50 to 100 m)

! Raised concrete road built between backwater and 
relocation site, road too close to backwater edge. Will result 
in scouring of the road

! Raised road may act as a partition between backwater 
and village, but it can also obstruct rainwater from flowing 
into the backwaters if culverts/bridges are not appropriately 
designed.

! Coconut trees are good buffers between the coast and 
villages and should have been preserved

Continued…

Sonankuppam, Akkarigori, Eanikkaranthottam
Recommendations

! A visit to the original villages of Sonankuppam and 
Akkorigori in Singarthoppe indicates that in-situ houses 
would have been a better option, because of that was on 
an elevated sand dune

! Pucca houses built in-situ that followed the technical 
guidelines and some restored coastal ecosystems such as 
mangroves, sand dunes and tree cover between village 
and coast would have been a better option.

Sonankuppam, Akkarigori, Eanikkaranthottam
Recommendations

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nDrinking water sources

Assessment of 
Various Drinking Water Sources their Perspective, 
Problems and Approaches in Coastal Villages of 

Tamilnadu

Prepared By
Arid Communities and Technologies

Bhuj-Kachchh-Gujarat

Submitted By
Hunnarshalaa Foundation

Bhuj - Kachchh-Gujarat

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nWater resources Arid Communities and Technologies, Bhuj, Kutch

Introduction
• Study Area

– 4 Coastal Districts of Tamilnadu State
• Kanchipuram
• Caddulore
• Nagapattinam
• Kanyakumari

• Aim
– Technical Feasibility of different drinking water sources

• Objectives
– Understand Hydro-geological characteristics 
– Understand Government Perspective on drinking water
– To understand community perspective on drinking water
– To understand regional as well as local level issues on drinking water
– To prepare set of recommendations for drinking water

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nWater resources Arid Communities and Technologies, Bhuj, Kutch

District wise list of visited villages and respective case example
District Village Case Example of 

New Kalpakam Salinity in IPP  
Issues due to Combine Scheme 

Kanchipuram 

Edaiyurkuppam IPP 
Exploitation of groundwater 
Technology – Handpump 
Management 

Maruthadu Source village of Comphrensive scheme 
Deep aquifer 

Thazhankuda End village of Comphrensive scheme 
Deep aquifer 
Distribution problems 

Caddulore 

Trichorpuram Tradition Kolam  
TWAD-board’s bore well 
River water 
Management 

Chnchapady RRWH 
Reverse Osmosis and management 

Nagapattinum

Chinnamadu Issue of inadequate water quantity by distance source  
Man made groundwater salinity 

Kovallam Deep but local groundwater from sedimentary rock 
Oornies 

Kappukada Water Source Village of comprehensive scheme 

KanyaKumari

 RRWH  
End village of Comprehensive scheme in Hardrock

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nWater resources Arid Communities and Technologies, Bhuj, Kutch
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District: Kanchipuram

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nWater resources Arid Communities and Technologies, Bhuj, Kutch

District: Kanchipuram

• Case study 1: New Kalpakam Village (Case of Local and 
Combined source developed by TWAD) • Original source 

become saline after 
tsunami but now quality 
is improving

• Rate of improvement of 
quality is slow due to 
sea water flooding 
during supra tide 

• Alluvium is as aquifer 
has 40 feet thickness

• Present source of drinking water 
through combine scheme of 2 villages

• Social conflict due to in adequate 
quantity of water

Sea Water Flooding

During High Tide

District: Kanchipuram
• Case study 1: New Kalpakam Village (Case of 

Local and Combined source developed by TWAD)
• Major threat

– Salinity intrusions
• Recommendation

– Recharge structure can be made on rivulet passing 
between village and ECR

District: Kanchipuram cond…

• Case 
study 2: 
Edaiyurku
ppam
(Village 
Individual 
Pump and 
Pipeline 
Scheme)

District: Kanchipuram cond…

• Case study 2: Edaiyurkuppam (Village Individual 
Pump and Pipeline Scheme)
• Major Issues

– Existing sources are satisfying 50 % need of the village 
i.e. 30 % from local well and 20 % from Hand pump

– Depth of the well is not enough
– Well water is used for domestic purpose and some 

time for drinking water 
– Hand pump is only source for drinking water 
– Over exploitation of groundwater by Mamallapuram

village, Hotels and restaurants located near by ECR 
• Recommendation

– Regulation needs to be establish for over exploitation
– Depth of the well needs to be increase 

District: Cuddalore
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District: Cuddalore

• Alluvium and Cuddalore Sandstone are major aquifer having 
thickness of about more than 600 m

• Static Water Level ranges from 6 m in coastal area to 60 m in 
mainland area near Naivalley coal mine

Threat Area
• Over exploitation in Tertiary Sandstone by Naivelley Coal 

mine and Major supply for Chennai City
Conclusion: 
• Consultation with Geo-Hydrologists and literature 

on Geo-hydrology of the area clearly reveals that 
in spite of heavy withdrawal coastal areas are not 
suffered by water level depletion due to highly 
permeable strata and natural rainwater recharge. 

Aluvium and Cuddalore 
Sandstone of Tertiary age are 
potential aquifers of the district

District: Cuddalore
• Case study 1: Thazhankuda Village (Deep 

groundwater base drinking water Schemes)

District: Cuddalore
• Case study 1: Thazhankuda Village (Deep 

groundwater base drinking water Schemes)

Source –Tube well
Developed by TWAD

District: Cuddalore cond…
• Case study 2: Trichorpuram Village  (Case of local Deep bore 

well and traditional pond)
• Local sources are tube well and Kolam
• Communities want to restore Kolam for their religious 

purpose
• Management by Panchayant

District: Nagapattinam
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District: Nagapattinam

Threat Area
• Salinity in shallow aquifer due to Prawn farming Otherwise 

Kolam / Pond supported well can meet domestic water 
need

Recommendations: 
• Case study of desalination plan with effective management 

should be planned for drinking water need.
• Roof rain water harvesting should be compulsory with 

every house
Note: However, In this district consultation with TWAD –

Official was not been carried out because of their 
engagement in other works. It can throw more specific 
lights on deep groundwater scenario of the area

District: Nagapattinam cond…

• Case study 1: Chanchapady Village
– TWAD source

• TWAD borewell 15 km far from this village
• Village has HGLR of 60,000 lt capacity

– Handpump
• Only for domestic use because of  poor quality water
• Distance of village from coast is just 450m

District: Nagapattinam cond…
• Case study 1: Chanchapady Village

– Roof water harvesting
• Build NGO has constructed 75 houses with 

the facility of roof water harvesting tank for 
drinking and cooking purpose

• Tank capacity is of 4500 lt.
• After handover the houses, NGO will 

organize training program how to manage 
the struture

– Desalination plant base on well water
• There are two desalination plant, one by 

BARC and one by Trust
• Currently one in use and having capacity of 

25000 lt per day
• Management by panchayat and one woman 

operating the system and getting 1500 Rs 
per month

• Water charges is 1 Rs. Per pot of 15 lt. only 
for drinking water and cooking

District: Nagapattinam cond…

• Case study 2: Chinnamadu Village
– Village is 50 m far from sea coast
– Hand pump

• There were around 146 hand 
pump, but currently only 15 
are working but has saline 
water

• In year of 2001, one factory 
has been established there 
about 50 m far

• Before the fectory, water 
quality was good

– TWAD bore well
• Bore well 35 km far from the 

village part of a 
comprehensive scheme

• HGLR of 30000 lt capacity
• They are getting by two day 

interval and once in day for 
45-50 minutes

• As per villagers, quantity is 
not enough

District: Kanyakumari
Two Schemes were visited
1. Kovallam Village case example of loose and semi consolidated 

sedimentary aquifer
2. Kappukada Hard rock area from where water supply has been designed 

for coastal areas

Sedimentary rock 
base scheme (local 
source)

Hard rock base 
scheme (Distance 
Source)

District: Kanyakumari Problems in AVM canal
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District: Kanyakumari
1. Kovallam Village case example of loose and semi consolidated 

sedimentary aquifer
Potential Considerations
• Tertiary sandstone occurs as 10-15 km wide strip along the coastline and not 

exposed on the surface
• Majority of Tube wells done by the TWAD in this area are near by to Urnis

(Traditional inter linked ponds)
• High yielding capacity i.e. 600 to 800 lpm

Threat
• The Threat of this sandstone is over pumping by agricultural land
• Salinity threat by salt pans
• Sand mining along the coast leads sea water intrusions
• Encroachments AVM canals as well as processing of coconut fibers leads 

pollution issues and adding sulfates in groundwater

Recommendations
• Revitalization of AVM canal
• Ban on sand mining
• Revival of Urnis (traditional ponds)

District: Kanyakumari
1. Kappukada Village case example of loose and semi consolidated 

sedimentary aquifer
Potential Considerations
• Only fractured and weathered zones functions as aquifers 
• Dominant rocks are Charnokites, Gneisses, Khondolites
• Potential sites are located nearer to major rivers especially in meandering 

areas
• TWAD has made infiltration wells in depositional sides of river
• In compare to sedimentary low discharge i.e. 200 to 300 lpm

Threat
• Soil excavation for brick making reducing the recharge zone of the area
• Sand mining from river bed

Recommendations
• For improve recharge, recharge in upper reaches weathered rock should be 

maintain.
• Recharging structure needs to be construct on upper reaches of the 

watersheds

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation

Sanitation

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation

• A survey of all the settlements should be done to access the 
ground water table and quality and space availability to consider 
installation of DEWATS in project villages. Confederation of DEWATS 
Decimation (CDD) and CRS Auroville should be invited to prepare a 
feasibility report. 

• A strong team of NGO’s with strength in social mobilization should 
be invited to develop the social strategy for implementation of dry pit 
latrines.

• Solution for treatment of gray water in ECO-San should be explored 
with CSR, SCOPE and BOARD.

• As a pilot STP system is being implemented in Kottilpadu, 
Kanyakumari, similarly two villages each should be chosen to pilot the 
ECO-SAN and DEWAT systems. 

Recommendations as on April 2006.

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SPISF)

Single Pass Intermittent Sand Filter (SPISF)
Design Concept:

"Septic tank to separate the solid 
waste
"Black and gray water is filtered 
through a vertical graded gravel 
filter 6 to 7 times

Septic Tank

Collection Sump

Recirculation Sump

Filter Bed

House Chambers

By Gravity

By Pumping

By Gravity

By Pumping (5 times)

# Design Process :

Treated Collection 
Sump

By Gravity

Irrigation

By Pumping

5 times
By Gravity

SPISF at Samanthanpettai. NagapattinamNagapattinam
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SPISF)

# Background: (Received from assistant 
executive engineer: Mr. B.Ravindran)

" Number of houses: 340
" Number of persons per household: 5
" Total population: 1700
" Water usage: 90 liter per capita per day
" Ground water table : (saline)
• In dry season 3 to 4.5 feet 
• In rainy season 0 feet.
" Waste water production as per 80 %: 72 Lpcd
" Total waste water production: 122.4 Cum
" Construction Cost: Rs. 60 lakhs
" Maintenance Cost :44 rupees per household 
per month ie Rs. 15,000

Case Study: Samanthanpettai.

# Treated Sewage Design Parameter: 
" Flow : 122.4 Cum/day
" Ph  : 7.0 to 8.0
" BOD < 20 mg/l
" COD < 150 mg/l
" SS < 20 mg/l
" TDS < 100 mg/l

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SPISF)

# Observations:
" Due to the water scarcity people 
avoid using toilets.
" From last two months filter bed is 
having technical problems due to 
which waste water passes only 
through septic tank and is directly 
pumped out without further 
treatment.

" Strength :
•• Less land requiredLess land required

"" Concerns :Concerns :
•• High pumping costs.High pumping costs.
•• Technical experts required for                Technical experts required for                
operation and maintenances.operation and maintenances.
•• Chances of choking of gravel Chances of choking of gravel 
filter.filter.
•• Expensive capital costs.Expensive capital costs.

Pipe Connection

Control Board For Pumping

Collection Tank & Settler Damaged Pipe Lines

Filter Bed

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (FABR)

Fluidized Aerobic Biological Reactor  (FABR)
Design Concept:

"" Waste water is treated through the 
aerobic process in FBBR-1 and FBBR-2.
" Sludge is first dried in the drying bed 
and then used as a fertilizer..
" Pathogens are removed with the help 
of chlorination.

FABR at TATA Colony, AKKARAIPETAI.TATA Colony, AKKARAIPETAI.

House House House House

Chamber

Collection Tank

By Gravity

FBBR - 1

FBBR - 2

By Pumping

By Pumping

Settling Tank

Chlorination Tank

Drying Bed

Dried Sludge 
Pumped

Dried Sludge 
Pumped

FertilizerMunicipal Sewer Line

Water

# Design Process:

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (FABR)

# Background: (Received from TATA 
consultation’s site office)
" Number of houses: 768
" Number of persons per household: 4
" Total population: 3072
" Water usage: 100 liter per capita per day
" Ground water table : (saline)
• 5 feet – 6.5 feet deep.
" Total waste water production: 400 m3/day
" Capital Cost: 
• Civil Unit: Rs. 45,49,810
• Electro Mechanical Equipment: 

Rs. 27,87,000
• Total : Rs. 73,36,810
" Maintenance Cost: Rs. 2,45,000/ month.
• Chlorine for Chlorination, sludge removal, 
power consumptions, two operators and cell 
replacement in FBBR tank mainly includes in cost 
of maintenance

Case Study : TATA Colony, Akkaraietai

#Treated sewage characteristics

" BOD < 30 mg/l
" COD < 200 mg/l
" SS < 30 mg/l

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (FABR)

# Observations:

" The workability of the system could 
not be examined because the houses 
still lie vacant.

" FBBR tanks in which sludge 
accumulates on the top are open to sky. 
This system is located within the colony, 
so in future problems related to bad 
smell, breeding of mosquitoes and flies 
may arise.

" The treated water is designed to be 
disposed off in the municipality sewer 
lines. This doesn’t justify the objective of 
installing FABR.

Pipe Connection

FAB Reactor Tank

Collection Tank

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (FABR)

"Strength:
•• Less land required

"Concern:
•• Very High pumping costs.
• 2 Technical experts required for                
operation and maintenances.
• Chances of choking of FBBR cell.
• Expensive capital costs. . 

Settling Tank

Chlorination Tank

Filter Bed

Sludge Drying Beds
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (ECOSAN)

## Design Concept
"" Separation of solid and liquidSeparation of solid and liquid
"" Solid waste compostedSolid waste composted
"" Liquid (3 liter include urine & water) passed Liquid (3 liter include urine & water) passed 
through gravel bed with aquatic plants and through gravel bed with aquatic plants and 
released into ground in soilreleased into ground in soil

ECOSAN at SARAL Village, 
District  Kanyakumari

ECOSAN dry pit latrines

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (ECOSAN)

# Background: (Received from Site Supervisor)

" Number of houses: 100
" Number of persons per household: 5
" Total population: 500
" Site Physical Condition: Sandy Clayey Soil
" Ground water table : (sweet water) 
• 50 feet – 150 feet.
" Construction Cost: Rs 9000/-. per toilet
" Maintenance Cost:: Nil

Case Study: Saral Village,           
Kanyakumari

`
`

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (ECOSAN)

# Observations:
" If in due course of time ECOSAN 
doesn’t received social acceptance than 
the wet toilet can also be used as the 
water table is low.
" Strength:
•• No need for de-sludging or pumping 
black water as in the case of septic tanks.
• Easy Maintenance

"" Concern::
•• A minimum level of education and 
livelihood is required for understanding and 
maintenance..

• ECOSAN system will need a back up for 
treatment of grey water in the context of 
large scale project, 

ECOSAN Toilet

Wash Water Gravel Bed One Year Dry Sludge

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (DEWATS)

## Design Concept

"" Settler: To separates the solid 
waste 

" Anaerobic Baffle Reactors: 
Develops colonies of bacteria to 
digest the black and gray water that 
slowly made to pass through

"Aerobic Planted filter: Ground bed 
filter with aquatic plants to remove 
smell and colour.

Decentralized Waste Water Treatment system (DEWATS)

Septic 
Tank

Anaerobi
c Filter

Anaerobic 
Baffled 
Reactor

Horizontal 
Planted Filter

Polishing 
Pond 
(Optional)

Gas

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (DEWATS)

# Background: (Received from Site Supervisor)

" Number of houses: 250
" Number of persons per household: 4
" Total population: 1000
" Site Physical Condition: Sandy Clayey Soil
" Ground water table : (saline)
• 10 feet – 12 feet..
" Construction Cost:Rs.16,70,000/-
" Maintenance Cost: all most nil
"Total waste water production:

Case Study: Kuttilpadu

`
`

# Treated Sewage Design Parameter: 
" Flow : 30.00 Cum/day
" Ph  : 7.0 to 8.0
" BOD < 30 mg/l
" COD < 100 mg/l

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (DEWATS)

# Observations:

" Initially Community Toilets were 
constructed with the DEWAT system. But 
over a period of time every house has 
been provided with individual toilets hence 
the community toilets are no more in use.
" While designing DEWATS even for a 
temporary purpose care should be taken to 
locate it in such a way that it can be well 
integrated in the future.

"Strengths:
•• Flexible technology can be designed for 
different conditions
•No movable parts (only one pumping 
required)
•Closed system so low maintenance and 
recurring cost
•No technical people required
•No chemicals required

"" ConcernConcern::
•• Requires reasonable space

DEWATS

Community Toilets ( no more in use)

Toilet 
block

Dewat
Distribution 
box

Infiltration 
field

Toilet 
block

Dewat
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (OXIDATION POND)

## Design Concept ::
"" Separation of solid and liquid water
" Aerobic ponds receive most of their 
oxygen via the water surface. The 
secondary source of oxygen comes from 
algae via photosynthesis and is treated 
aerobically.

Oxidation Pond at Simon Colony, 
Colachel (upalam) 

Oxidation Pond System
House

Septic Tank and 
Up flow filter

Chamber

Oxidation Pond 1 or 2

Maturation Pond 1 

Maturation Pond 2

Black  Water Gray Water

Drained into the Sea

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (OXIDATION POND)

# Background: (Received from Site Supervisor)

" Number of houses: 321
" Number of persons per household: 6
" Total population: 1974
" Site Physical Condition: Sandy Soil
" Ground water table : (saline)
• Depth: At the colony level 4-5 feet
" Water usage: 90 liter per capita per day
" Oxidation and stabilised pond Construction 
Cost:Rs.34,80,000/-
" Septic tank and up flow filter Cost: 

Case Study: Simon Colony, Colachel 

# Treated Sewage Design Parameter: 
" Dr. Sundar Murthy has kept in mind the 
various permissible limits while designing the 
treated sewage effluents.
" Flow : 177.66 Cum/day
"BOD < 20 mg/l
" COD < 100 mg/l

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (OXIDATION POND)

# Observations:

" The village is located very close to the 
sea, hence it is easy to dispose off the 
treated water.
" Problems related to breeding of 
mosquitoes, flies and bad odour may crop 
up in future.
" The design was very well incorporated 
with the surrounding topography.

"Strengths:
• No movable parts 
• Low maintenance and recurring cost
• No technical people required
• No chemicals required

"" ConcernConcern::
•• Requires very large space

Septic tank and Up flow liter

Oxidation Pond

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SHAFTS)

Single house anaerobic filter treatment system (SHAFTS)
Design Concept

"First Chamber to separate the solid 
waste.
"The bacterial colony present in the two 
chamber system helps to treat the water in 
both aerobic and anaerobic condition.

SHAFTS at Indonesia

House

Treatment System

Chamber

Toilet  Water Bathroom Water

Drained into the Sea

# Design Process :

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SHAFTS)

T h e   s y s t e m 
hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SHAFTS)

I n s t a l l i n g   S y s t e m …….
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SHAFTS)

# Background: (Received from Site Supervisor)

" Number of houses: 400
" Number of persons per household: 5
" Total population: 2000
" Site Physical Condition: Sandy Soil
" Ground water table : (saline) 
• In dry season 5 to 6.5 feet 
• In rainy season water table is 3 to 4 feet  
" Basic tank cost: Rs.15000/-
" Installation cost for each unit: Rs. 2000/-

Case Study: Tharngambadi. 

`
`

SHAFTS  in Indonesia

# Treated Sewage Parameter: 
"Ph  : 7.0 to 8.0
"BOD < 50 mg/l
"COD < 150 mg/l
"SS < 20 mg/l
"TDS < 100 mg/l

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nSanitation (SHAFTS)

# Observations:

" This system is installed in two houses. 
The waste water obtained is of good 
quality.
" Bad Odour observed near one of the 
toilets.

"Strengths:
• Very less space required
• No movable parts (only one pumping 
required)
• Low maintenance and recurring cost
• No technical people required
• No chemicals required
• Can be installed even for a very small 
House

"" Concern::
•An extra grease trap has to be attached to 
the system if grey water (kitchen) has to be 
treated.

DEWATS

Community Toilets ( no more in use)

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Renewable Energy
Aim
To investigate…
‘…Scope of renewable energy solutions being planned/ piloted in the shelters. 
Scope of introducing renewable energy solutions at least for common facilities
like street lights/community halls…’

Conducted by: Mr. Hemant Lamba, Auroville Renewable Energy, Auroville 
Ms. Dhairya Dholakia, Sahjeevan, Renewable Energy Unit, Bhuj - Kachchh
Methodology
Enquiry’s:
• Understanding Administrative structure
• Role of Government, Panchayats & Users 
• Experiences in conventional /Renewable Energy Appliances
• Opportunities for future interventions
Village Selection Criteria:
• Completion of rehabilitation 
• Renewable Energy intervention in the village
• Stakeholders like House owners, Panchayat member’s presence

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Current scenario….
Supply/planning

• There is good coverage, with the most villages having access to 
electricity. Power supply to pumps for lifting water to OHT is also 
good

• Power cuts and fluctuations are minimal. For safety reasons, 
power is shut down in high winds and rain. Post tsunami, the power 
had failed for a considerable period of time.

• Centrally controlled power supply

• Generally, street lights were observed to be spaced closer than 
required, and kept on for 12 hours.

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Current scenario….
Renewable Energy Appliances

• Solar Street Lights are installed in some of the villages

• LED based solar lights are in use as boat light

• Solar Lantern with CFL are in use at some places, distributed before 
tsunami by Department of Fisheries 

• Low awareness of Renewable Energy options in the area

• Systems are installed without giving any information on operation and 
maintenance. 

• No local supplier of spares – facing problems in part replacement of solar 
lantern

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Current scenario….
economic

! Panchayats are responsible for electric bill for the street light and 
drinking water supply at the rate of Rs. 3.40 /unit of grid power. They 
also are responsible for power supply to schools, cyclone shelters, 
places of worship, ration shops and other common facilities

! 50% of Panchayats total income goes on operation and 
maintenance of common infrastructure (inc. electricity bills), the 
majority of this is for electricity for common facilities and OHT.

! The panchayat of a group of three villages totalling 4000 houses, had 
a average bi-monthly electricity bill Rs 1.15lakh (including cost pf 
power for OHT’s)
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f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Current scenario….
economic

the villagers

panchayat

taxes services

Panchayat directorate

State Finance Commission

TNEB
Grants for 
development

payment

Electrical 
supply

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Disaster scenario….

• Centralized electricity supply is extremely prone to disruption in times of 
disaster

• This means that street lights, water supply, supply to cyclone shelters, 
schools, primary health care centres, and guiding lights on the beach, will be 
disrupted when they are most needed.

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Current scenario….
issues

! Panchayats are unable to pay for their electric bill for community lighting 
and water pumping, due to poor collection of taxes.

• State Finance Commission pays the bills by giving grants to the 
Panchayats through Directorate (Panchayat)

• Each District block is approximately 6 to 6.5 crores in arrears to TNEB 
per year

• Delay of 2-3 months in payment to TNEB hence, losing interest payments

! Cost of maintenance borne by Panchayats. Replacement of bulbs/tube 
lights/ cables/pumps comes from it’s income

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

• All the critical locations like Community hall, worship places, street corners, processing 
place near shore, dispensary, school, Panchayat gar, cyclone shelter and minimum one 
light in each street is essential. 20 solar lights at critical places per village, and the  
Cyclone shelter should have hybrid system to withstand in the diverse conditions

• it could make financial sense for the government for the finance commission and 
TNEB to bear a slightly higher capital cost for solar lights and save money on 
electricity bills and interest losses for TNEB. 

• this will encourage the Panchayat to increase its share of O&M. A revolving fund for 
replacement of battery can be co-financed by finance commission and the Panchayat.

• Disaster prone zones should have reliable and decentralized energy supply 
system. Use of solar energy should be part of disaster preparedness. 

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

Conclusions and Recommendations: 

Each village have 20 solar lights at critical places 

State Government / 
Finance Commission/ 

TNEB

TNEB - Grid Connected Solar Lights

• Capital – Rs. 1,90,000 *
• O & M – Rs. 21,600/year *
• Interest – Rs. 2,50,000/month 
(within 834 villages in the district) 

• Capital – Rs. 8,00,000
• O & M – Rs. 15,000/year

Capital Cost

O & M

Interest 

Village Panchayat

* - Subsidized cost of extension and energy charges

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nRenewable energy

• Government is investing in extension of electrical lines and also losing money due to 
delay of 2-3 months in payment. 

In this case, proposing for the installation of 20 solar lights of different capacity in each 
village costs Rs. 8,00,000, and Rs. 15,000 per year for the cost of replacement 
(assuming life cycle of battery). The investment should be born by the Government
and the maintenance should be born by the village users by paying service charges 
to Panchayat.

• In the initial stage government could pass the seed fund of 2% of the total investment 
cost (nearly maintenance cost of one year) to the village. 

• In this case, government has to invest more then the conventional supply but the 
energy charges will be saved and Panchayat will start paying and managing their fund 
as well infrastructure.
• The interest lost by TNEB will decrease automatically and that can be invested in 
installing solar lights, and also to give seed fund for maintenance. 

Conclusions and Recommendations: 
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Conclusions and Recommendations: 

• Instead of uniform size of tube lights the size of the tube light should be change 
considering length and breath of the street, use of the place and accordingly duty 
cycle also can use timers.

• The planning for the street light should consider the actual need and place to 
avoid putting of extra light

• If electrical fittings are to be provided in the new houses (as some NGO’s have 
provided) then, the energy efficiency fittings should be considered ( i.e. CFL instead 
of tube light and 8incandencent bulb).

• The option of providing ‘Smokeless Chulhas’ should be taken into consideration. 

• For on boat lighting LED / CFL solar lights are recommended. For the cyclone 
prone zone, service network should be established 

• Pumping is a major source of energy consumption, prototyping can be done with 
20-25 wells where water level is shallow by using photovoltaic pumping system
which is decentralized

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Building type 
comparison

1. RCC house 2. Coconut Thatch house 3. Straw Thatch house

4. Half-round tile roof house 5. Mangalore tile roof house

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nThermal Comfort

Internal temperature in five house types (from 6:35am to 22:10pm)

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nThermal Comfort

Ambient internal temperature in three house types

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

• RCC house have significantly higher internal ambient temperature

31° CentigradeTraditional house with 
thatch roof

32° CentigradeTraditional house with 
country tile roof

38° CentigradeNewly Constructed with 
brick and RCC

Inside Temp.Type of House

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nThermal Comfort

Relative humidity in five house types (from 6:35am to 22:10pm)

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

• RCC house has higher humidity then other houses, particularly in the 
morning hours

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nThermal Comfort

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)
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f o u n d a  t i o nThermal Comfort

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

• even with air-movement of 1m/s² the RCC house is still 
outside of the ‘comfort zone’

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nThermal Comfort

• Tamil Nadu coastline the sun is very high and hits the roof 
more.

• Therefore roof design is crucial for thermal comfort

• RCC roofs are unsuitable as they have higher thermal 
capacity and so release heat during the night

• In humid condition air-movement is crucial for humidity. The 
open structure of thatch and tile roofs allow for more air 
movement then solid RCC roofs

• Design of the houses is also crucial for air-movement, allowing 
sea-breezes to blow through the house greatly increases 
comfort

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEconomics

Summary of cost of construction and maintenance

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEconomics

Summary of cost of construction and maintenance

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

Comparison of house sizes at different villages 
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The reason for higher costs is 
choice of RCC roofs in difficult 
soil and ground water conditions

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEconomics

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nEnvironmental 

impact

Criteria for evaluating environmental impact of materials

Local availability of raw material (abundance of raw material locally)

Environmental impact of materials (energy consumed in manufacture)

Pollutants content in construction materials

Impact of material on demolition (reuse / recyclable / disposal)

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)
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f o u n d a  t i o n

Environmental 
impact

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

Qualitative summary of environmental impact of materials

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Environmental 
impact

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

Qualitative summary of environmental impact of building types

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Specifications:

1. R.C.C. Column beam frame Structure

2. Brick masonary with Cement mortar  & both side 
cement plaster

3. Area of building 32.00 sq.mt.

Equivalent to  28 year of Electricity for 1 House

202458Total Embodied Energy in one House

?428403.570.43.1712000nosBrick5

?278121636175146117cumaggregate4

?1649048517531034cumsand3

?2921626.560.126.461100kgsteel2

?861004105405210Bagcement1

Energy 
consumption 

site

Total energy 
used (MJ)

Total energy 
consumption 
MJ/perunit

Energy 
consumption at 

on transportation 
MJ /per unit

Energy 
consumption 

at 
manufacturin
g/source MJ 

/per unit

QuantityUnitMaterialNos.

EMBODIED ENERGY IN ONE CONVENTIONAL FRAME STRUCTURE HOUSE

Environmental 
impact

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Equivalent  to 13 years of electricity in 1 house 
- Less then half of the RCC house

Specifications:

1. Stone masonary with sand packing in founadation

2. R.C.C. Plinth, Lintel & Gable band for Structural safety

3. Adobe block masonary with both side lime plaster

4. Mangalore tile roof with wooden understructure

94536Note: Energy in transport and manufacturing are clubbed to gather in mangloretiles.

?6280157015740Sqm.

manglore tiles 
roof with 
wooden 
understructure

8

?19270410540547BagCement7

?226101615175144014cumstone6

?85653.58.7544.7516cumadobe wall5

?4090163617514612.5cumaggregate4

?776048517531016cumsand3

?664026.560.126.46250kgsteel2

?27030318231685Baglime1

Energy 
consumption 

site

Total 
energy 
used

Total energy 
consumption 
MJ/per unit

Energy 
consumption at 

on transportation 
MJ /per unit

Energy 
consumption 

at 
manufacturin
g/source MJ 

/per unit

QuantityUnitMaterialNos.

EMBODIED ENERGY IN ONE TRADITIONAL HOUSE

Environmental 
impact

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Building 
comparison

J.D.Barenstein & D.Pittet, University of Applied Sciences of Southern 
Switzerland  – Post-disaster housing in reconstruction. Current 
trends and sustainable alternatives for tsunami-affected communities 
in coastal Tamil Nadu (March 2007)

!-!!Mangalore tile

!!!!Handmade tile

!-!!Straw thatch

!-!!Coconut thatch

!!!!RCC

cost
embodied 

energyenvironmenteconomyHouse type

good performance!

medium perfomance!

poor performance!

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Cuddolore district – sand mining

Sand for Cuddolore district is sourced from river beds in 
Nellikuppam. This source is used for the majority of 
construction work in the district

A min. of  700 trucks per day, this is 5600 cubic metres a 
day, enough sand for 466 RCC tsunami houses

The issue is that the mining is far in excess of the 
permitted amount/day. Concerns are whether the mining is 
more than the replenishment  capacity of the river.  
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f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Cuddolore district – sand mining

Trucks are excavating sand from the river bed

The issue is that the mining is far in excess of the 
permitted amount/day. Concerns are whether the mining is 
more than the replenishment  capacity of the river.

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Nagapattinam district – brick kiln Tilliyadi

Bricks were fired using Cashew, Prosopis 
Juliflora and Neem

To make 30000 bricks requires 18 tonnes of 
timber. 

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Nagapattinam district – brick kiln Tilliyadi

Before tsunami the production rate was 10000 
chamber bricks per day

Since the tsunami the production rate is 30000 
chamber bricks per day. 

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Nagapattinam district – brick kiln Tilliyadi

Before tsunami there were approx 100 country 
brick plants, there are 5 times as many today

Country brick plants generally use timber cut 
from local area

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Nagapattinam district – brick kiln Tilliyadi

To make the 19000 houses in Nagapattinam 
would have required 114000 tonnes of timber.

This is equivalent to 465 acres of bush land.

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Nagapattinam district – brick kiln Tilliyadi

Neem wood is brought from Nadiad, Gujarat.Under the 1951 
forest conservation act requires forest permission the cutting of 
5 tree types including Neem. There is a petition, urging the court 
to categorize these 5 trees as ‘Agro-forestry’ produce so farmers 
can grow and sell them, as against forest produce. The court is 
considering a region wise relaxation in the forest Act. 
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Nagapattinam district – brick kiln Tilliyadi

However, until then, Neem is an illegal product being used for 
tsunami reconstruction.

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Kanchipallam district – brick kiln Chingulapaddu 
Uttramedu

Chamber bricks fired using imported coal, as this more 
economical then timber

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nImpact on material source ecology

Aggregate

In Nagapattinam the aggregate comes from 200km away in  Karur, 
near Tanjavour.

A typical 320sq.ft RCC houses requires 17m³ of aggregate. 

The 19000 houses built in Nagapattinam would have consumed 
323000m³ (this is enough to fill 6No 3-storey cricket stadiums!)

The impact of this mining in Karur and abidance to regulations needs 
to be assessed. 
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UN-HABITAT

An Overview of Shelter 
Reconstruction

in 
Sri Lanka

May 2007

Tamil Nadu

David Evans CTA UN-HABITAT Sri Lanka

Overall impact of the Tsunami
• The impact was enormous on very small country

• Affected 13 of Sri Lanka’s 25 administrative districts

• Affected almost every coastal district – on all sides of the 
island

• 35,300 people dead: 21,500 Injured

• 100,000 houses destroyed and damaged

• 500,000 people affected

Impact Continued….
• Conflict affected North East hard hit

• Two thirds of all deaths in North East

• 60%+ of all displacement in North East

• Coastal communities in SL are poor, and 
consequently it was some of the poorest people 
in SL who faced the most direct impact

• 1,600km of roads damaged and destroyed

Housing Impact
• Initially 100,000 houses affected

• Current overall target is 120,000 houses

• 50,000 houses destroyed

• 40,000 houses damaged

• Additional requirement of 30,000 families for 
relocation from ‘Buffer Zone’

Housing Programme Responses

• Emergency Shelter Programme

• Transitional Shelter programme initiated and 56,000 built on large 
sites and on individual plots in first 12 months

• Home Owner Driven building schemes for families who can return to 
old land. Cash support from Government US$2,500 and Co-Finance 
from INGO/LNGOs US$2,500

• Cash payments of US$2,500 to buy land in some districts

• Relocation Programme: Donor Driven (200 INGO/LNGOs and 
Private Company donations) and implemented by private 
contractors

Housing Impact and Progress 
Geographically.
Impact

• Southern Province    33,917      29% 
• Western Province       5,639        5% 
• North and East         78,199      66% 
Progress: Complete
• Southern Province    35,190     104% (o/s 5000)

• Western Province         374         7% 
• North and East          45,947     59% (North 12% F/D 

completed)
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Current Targets and Progress

Target :     120,000:  Families to be re-housed

Progress:     82,000: Houses rebuilt (40K were partially damaged)
Progress:     29,000:  Houses under construction (almost all           fully 

damaged) 

Target:         4,090:  Houses for Colombo
Progress:     1,175: Slow progress – land constraint

Target:        8,800:New houses for N&E
Progress:            0: Slow/no progress – conflict constraint

Transitional Shelter was 56,000, as at April 2007 25,000.

Conflict Related Challenges
• Out of 29,000 houses currently under construction, 

23,000 (79%) are in the conflict affected N&E and many 
will be difficult to complete

• Safety of workers and availability of construction 
materials are the primary issues: very limited access to 
cement many areas

Key Challenges faced
• Policy uncertainty: Enormous loss of momentum

• Donors and INGOs driven by large budgets and not good programmatic 
sense

• Underestimation of the need/priority for effective coordination

• Ineffective supervision of contractors by Donors and INGOs

• Policy confusion, and lack of consultation has led to non-occupation of new 
houses (25% relocation programme)

• Lack of priority given to environmental and infrastructure issues. Now a 
major cause of non-occupation of completed houses  

• Absence of integrated planning particularly in relation to land allocation

• Lack of flexibility in relation to gender related land ownership issues (co-
ownership)

Key Challenges cont…

• Absence of finalised beneficiary lists confuses the planning process 
and leads to serious lack of transparency

• Poor quality construction work will lead to years of repairs and retro-
fitting (i.e. re-installing appropriate sanitation)

• Standards ‘creep’ - agencies competing to provide better and better 
houses - and cost escalation means that there may not now be 
sufficient funds for everyone to get a basic house

• Equity issues have bedeviled the programme: inequity between and
within tsunami affected communities; inequity between tsunami 
affected and neighbouring  poor, but not affected; equity between 
tsunami and conflict affected. 

Home Owner Driven versus 
‘Contractor’ Driven

Approach
• Overwhelmingly the Home Owner Driven construction 

approach comes out on top as the preferred option for 
low density housing.

For more evidence, see Disa Weerapana’s presentation.

• Contractor driven has more inherent risks: future non-
occupation; poor quality ‘corner cutting’; fails to support 
other objectives of engaging families to participate in the 
rebuilding of their lives after a major disaster.

Prognosis 
• Approximately 80,000 have returned home or been rehoused in 

2.5 yrs!

• To complete the 29,000 houses currently under construction 
will take until the end of 2007 - assuming finance available. 
8000+ are in conflict affected areas and completion not 
expected before 3rd or 4th qtr of 2008

• To build the remaining 8,800 new houses for the N&E will take 
until the 3rd or 4th qtr of 2008 (assuming increased access)

• To build 4,000 houses for Colombo will not be complete before 
2009

• To provide adequate infrastructure to relocation sites: 
electricity, appropriate water and sanitation, drainage will be a 
four to five year project
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Lessons Learned
• Need for more meaningful consultation with families, particularly around relocation or 

apartment living.

• Timely finalisation of beneficiary list essential for planning and resource mobilisation

• Much closer cooperation between district administration and local authorities

• Subsidiarity needs to be supported and local structures strengthened in order to work

• Environment and infrastructure, including community infrastructure, should be at the 
forefront of all housing  planning processes

• Policy should be unambiguous and developed through consultation. Equity issues need to 
be addressed early

• Public Information Campaigns are required to inform affected families of their rights

• Coordination and Project Management needs much higher priority. Absence has led to 
over-supply of houses -5000 houses in south (approxUS$40mn),  undersupply in N&E, and 
poor quality construction in many locations

• Thank you for listening!

• Questions?
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Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Reconstruction for Development
A Habitat Development approach

Architecture & Development

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

AIM…

TO  IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF 
PEOPLE AND HABITAT IN THE tsunami 
affected AREAS

AIM: 

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

To prepare and implement an integrated plan for Sustainable Development 
of a village – converging reconstruction activities with development 
programmes with a strong focus on socio-economic and environmental
solutions

Objectives :

To ensure effective implementation by technology and knowledge 
transfer and developing people’s perceptions on habitat development 
through a strong participatory approach

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• Participation & Partnerships, 
• Sustainable Habitats, and 
• the emergence of the socially conscious and 

responsible Professional – Beyond Borders

The projects are focuses on three main aspects –

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

HOUSINGReconstruction Reconstruction -- an INTEGRATED approachan INTEGRATED approach

Housing
Infrastructure Protective Env.

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

MULTIPURPOSE HALL

ENTRY

VERANDAH

PLAN

18' * 14'

7' * 7'

FRONT  ELEVATION

PROPOSED MODEL BUILDING IN POOVAM BUILDING CE

Capacity Building

Production & dissemination of IEC 
materials on Habitat

Technical Support

VKCs

Advocacy
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Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

RECONSTRUCTION:
through Alternate Cost-optimized 
Disaster-resistant Technologies

Housing

RETROFITTING: 
of Existing Kutcha & semi-pucca
structures 

Retrofitting of comm centre 
- nayakarkuppam

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

"Shelter-belt Plantations 
&     Wind- breaks

"Watershed mgmt.

" Water & Sanitation
" Roads & Drainage
" Energy Needs & 

Bio-mgmt.

PROTECTIVE ENVIRONMENTPROTECTIVE ENVIRONMENT

INFRASTRUCTUREINFRASTRUCTURE

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• Village Community

• The village Panchayat 

• Parish Councils

• Village Cooperatives

• Partner NGO/ Institutions 

• A&D

We work with:

A&D as A&D as 
Technical Technical 
FacilitatorFacilitator

Parish CouncilsParish Councils

Partner Partner 
NGONGO

CooperativesCooperatives

PanchayatPanchayat

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 
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Veerakupathy
Arunthanganvillai
Rajakamangalamthurai

Kanyakumari districtKanyakumari district

Karaikal, PondicherryKaraikal, Pondicherry

Kotucherrymedu
Karaikalmedu

Kilinjalmedu

Nagapattinam districtNagapattinam district

CuddaloreCuddalore districtdistrict

Nayakarkuppam
Madathakuppam

Thazanguda

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Approach

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• Technical Assessment of the existing 
situation 

• creating a Master Plan (community 
oriented and community visualized)

• participatory identification of specific
problems and solutions 

• Training & strengthening community
perceptions

SURVEYSURVEY

EVALUATIONEVALUATION

ANALYSISANALYSIS

IMPLEMENTATIONIMPLEMENTATION

PROPOSALSPROPOSALS
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Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

STEP – I
Survey and Data Collection

•• Census RecordsCensus Records
•• Land RecordsLand Records
•• OnOn--going Rural schemes of govt. and nongoing Rural schemes of govt. and non--govtgovt. . 
organisationsorganisations and their procedure of implementationand their procedure of implementation

Primary Survey:

Secondary Survey:

•• Reconnaissance SurveyReconnaissance Survey
•• Need Assessment through peopleNeed Assessment through people’’s participation s participation 
and participation of the Gram Panchayatand participation of the Gram Panchayat

STEP – I: Survey and Data Collection

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• Preliminary village meetings

• Assessment of people’s felt and expressed 
needs

• Community Mapping
!! Origin and genesis of the villageOrigin and genesis of the village
!! Social mappingSocial mapping
!! Resource mappingResource mapping
!! Risk Assessment = Hazard Mapping x Risk Assessment = Hazard Mapping x 

Vulnerability AnalysisVulnerability Analysis
!! Vision towards the futureVision towards the future

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

STEP –II
Data Computation & Analysis

• Identification of stress areas
• Identification and prioritization of needs and problems
• Projection of future needs
• Gap Analysis/ Spatio-temporal deficiencies = Need 

Assessment – Stock Assessment
• Scope for future interventions based on availability of 

resources – land, materials, finance, organizational 
capacity etc.

STEP STEP ––II: Data Computation & AnalysisII: Data Computation & Analysis

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

STEP –III
Preparation of Habitat Plans

• Housing - Retrofitting / Reconstruction 
• Promotion of Infrastructure based on 

needs 
• Address Energy needs
• Eco-friendly interventions

STEP –III:

I. Upgradation of existing areas  

Preparation of Habitat Plans

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Preparation of Habitat Plans –continued …

• Macro-level land use zoning based on:

1.1. Trend of growthTrend of growth of village & future needs for the of village & future needs for the 
growing populationgrowing population

2.2. Land AvailabilityLand Availability through verification of recordsthrough verification of records
3.3. Compatibility of landCompatibility of land--useuse
4.4. Land SuitabilityLand Suitability based on vulnerability analysisbased on vulnerability analysis

• Micro-level detailing of sample residential 
neighbourhoods

STEP –III: Preparation of Habitat Plans … (contd.)

II. Development of new areas

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

STEP –IV
Implementation

• Prioritized proposals in phases
• Optimum utilization of available resources
• Capacity Building of community for self-

sustenance and long term maintenance of 
facilities

STEP STEP ––V: Monitoring & EvaluationV: Monitoring & Evaluation

STEP STEP ––IV: ImplementationIV: Implementation
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Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Interventions

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Micro Projects in Karaikal
A post-reconstruction habitat development initiative

The MPs are a holistic intervention integrated to the 
housing project being built by Development Alternatives
(1175 houses) in partnership with the local government, in 
the 3 villages of Karaikalmedu, Kottucherrymedu and 
Kilinjalmedu.

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

demonstrative interventions of different themes, 
related to public space with a strong focus on 
socio-economic and environmental factors

Greenery

Drainage

Rainwater Harvesting

Pavements

Sanitation

Solid Waste Management

Disability Access 

Urban Furniture.

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• Across the mandatory 500 meter line of the CRZ
• Continuation of existing / affected settlements
• Poor Soil texture – low on plasticity, poor water 

retention, salt water ingress in the shallow aquifiers
• Predominantly flat – poor drainage conditions, tendency 

for water logging
• Very little vegetation–vulnerable to wind / water erosion

About the Site:

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• located in low lying areas
• artificially filled sites to prevent water logging
• unstable edges along the filled area and a severely altered / 

disturbed catchment and drainage 
• edges of the filling will in all likelihood continue to erode, thereby 

destabilizing the ground plane and choking the waterways  
• erosion has no structural implication on the buildings themselves, it 

will have fairly serious impact on site and surroundings. 
• cost of development of conventional roads, pavements, drains, etc 

will prove expensive and technically cumbersome.
• complete absence of any transition between the built form and the 

landscape.

Challenges of the site:
Needs a habitat development approach

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• Nurseries and Greenery,

• Drainage, Rainwater Harvesting, Pavements,

• Sanitation, Solid Waste Management,

• Universal Access and Urban Furniture

Solutions based on precise situations, to think of the built form, surrounding 
environment, the lifestyle and the resource management

The implementation of the MPs is divided in 4 phases in 
this order and essentially goes with the housing aspects:
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Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

The vegetative cover of the site are designed and improved 
at all the levels-lower, middle and upper levels. The choice 
of species will be determined based on inter compatibility, 
habitat, growth patterns and water consumption etc. This 
will

 

• Foliage will enhance radiant and evaporative cooling, thus reducing the 
bright light and heat affecting the microclimate of the site.

• Aid in curbing soil runoff
• Controlling dust.
• Increase in the water table in addition.
• Improving the site monetary as well as 
aesthetic value.

VEGETATION & NURSERIES:

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• The development needs to be that of an organic village
settlement consisting of a network of large and small-
interconnected spaces.  

• The nature of the public spaces would be classified 
under the interactive quality, i.e from a private spill over 
residential space to a whole village square, also these 
spaces would sufficiently cater to all the age groups.

• Some of them are the meeting places, the bus shelters, 
play areas, the seater, the meeting court where one 
becomes a part of the community on the whole.

PUBLIC SPACES 

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

SITE DRAINAGE

Primary purpose of site drainage is to prevent flooding or water damage to 
buildings and high-use areas by persistent water. Drainage will direct away 
from these areas and from circulation and other use areas for reasons of safety 
and usability 

Prevention Of FloodingPrevention Of Flooding
Seepage PitsSeepage Pits
Erosion Control and SwalesErosion Control and Swales
Decreasing runoff lossesDecreasing runoff losses

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

RoadsRoads & Pavements – made with Fly-ash

Fly ash –cost-effectively improves the performance of products 
Using fly ash also results in a denser concrete – one that will have 
much greater ultimate strength and durability.

SANITATION & SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

DEWATS
Solid Waste Segregation practices and recycling of waste

Universal Access & public furniture

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

• The conception component is a strategic 
combination of meetings with representatives of 
the community, trainings related to the themes, 
exposure visits and workshops with experts on 
the themes. During the conception activities of 
each theme, the social workers and the technical 
team design together with the community, the 
facilities that will be constructed in the second 
half of each phase (execution). 

• The execution component is the construction of 
the facilities of each theme with the maximum 
involvement of the community.

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Participatory – does the project provide space for the communities and the 
beneficiaries to design and participate in the building of their living spaces? 
Environmental sustainability - does the approach avoid depleting natural 
resources bases and contaminating the environment? Does it use locally 
available materials? Does it use environmentally sound technologies and 
processes?
Technical sustainability: can the skills be introduced and passed on to others, 
and are the tools needed accessible? 
Financial sustainability: is it cost-effective? Does the project build in a way that 
can be possible for the communities to build in a similar way? Does it generate 
income for the local people?
Organizational sustainability: is there a structure of sorts that allows one to bring 
together the different stakeholders without, for example, needing to call on 
outside expertise on each occasion? 
Social sustainability: does the overall process and the product fit within and 
satisfy the needs and values of society? 
Development: Does the project build capacity within the local people in the use 
and maintenance of such technologies? Does it posit better and suitable 
alternatives to the current trends of habitat production?
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Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

It has been our experience that a "sustainable habitat" 
package cannot be transferred as a ready-made product. In 
searching for sustainable habitat approaches and an end 
result, we know that an overall idea may appear on paper 
to satisfy the sustainability criteria, but in practice many of 
these components need to be developed to the point where 
they achieve sustainability in their given context. This takes 
time, to train and develop skills, to demonstrate an idea, or 
to put in place an organizational or financial system that 
can become sustainable. In our experience, reconstruction, 
with its impossible deadlines, requires an immense amount 
of insistence and patience to put such approaches into 
practice.

Reconstruction for Development: a holistic, integrated, intervention for reconstruction 

Thank You …
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HABITAT MAPPING STUDY

Initial Findings
• The Pooja room has to face east.
• Firewood stove always has to face east.
• Firewood and water storage is of great importance
• Some houses have poultry and goats.
• All the houses are facing north or south. Rarely it faces 
east or west.
• The villagers want outdoor kitchen
• There are hardly very few toilets in the old village.
• There is acute shortage of drinking water and about 35 
years ago, the water was potable.
• The Government Housing Scheme done 20 years ago 
has left a very bad impression about the public housing 
projects.

bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in
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Technical Assessment Of The Houses – Criteria For Assessment                                        Benny Kuriakose
bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in

19%

13%9%

59% >3 Cents and >325
Sq.ft
>3 Cents and <325
Sq.ft
<3 Cents and >325
Sq.ft
<3 Cents and <325
Sq.ft

bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in

bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in
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LAND FILLING

PROBLEMS* * 
* * 

* * 

* * 
Canals Being Filled 
In
Canals Being Filled 
In
Flooding Occurring 
in These Areas 
During High Rain

Flooding Occurring 
in These Areas 
During High Rain

AREA 1AREA 1

AREA 2AREA 2

AREA 3AREA 3
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3.A.1- STORM DRAIN ROAD NETWORK
Proposal for new and existing village for SIFFS in Tarangambadi

The use of the road network for storm water drainage is a cost and 
maintenance effective solution for dealing with storm water.

This involves design of the road section to act as a shallow open channel, the 
design of the surrounding topography of the road network, in order to create a 
interconnected flow network and defined discharge point, and the design of the 
topography of the areas adjacent to the roads in order to control the amount of 

water which enters the storm system.

Methodology
Road Design

Use flat or low camber road surface. Kerb and road connection to be 
sealed. Minimum Kerb height of 200mm Road surface can be concrete, 
tarmac etc. however finish must be uniform and impermeable. Concrete 

can be preferred due to ease of tying into kerbs
In order to calculate the roads water capacity and required slope, etc. 

Manning’s Open Channel Flow Equation can be used.

SIFFS- NEW SETTLEMENT- INFRASTRUCTURE

INFRASTRUCTURE AND UTILITIES:
WATER

ELECTRICITYUse flat or low 
camber road 
surface

Kerb and road 
connection to be 
sealed

Minimum Kerb
height of 200mm

Road surface can be concrete, tarmac etc. 
however finish must be uniform and impermeable. 
Concrete can be preferred due to ease of tying 
into kerbs

12m 
road

6m 
road

3.A.1- STORM DRAIN ROAD NETWORK
Proposal for new and existing village for SIFFS in Tarangambadi

The use In order to calculate the roads water capacity and required slope, etc. 
Manning’s Open Channel Flow Equation can be used.

Manning’s Equation
Q = (1/n) x A x R2/3 x S 1/2

Where Q is the flowrate (m3s-1)
n is a constant dependant on the ground (taken as 0.03)

A is the cross sectional area of the water (m2)
R is the hydraulic radius (the area divided by the perimeter, m)

S is the bed slope

In this case the sides of the channel are vertical and therefore the perimeter is equal to 
twice the depth of water on the road plus the width.

The area is given by the depth of water multiplied by the width of the road.
In the above the effect of the camber on the volume is considered negligible.

In order to find the amount of water flowing onto the road we must consider that it drains 
an area 8 meters deep on each of its sides. The amount of water flowing to it then is 
given by the flowrate of water per for a 16 m2 area multiplied by the road length in 

meters.
The flowrate of water per unit area can be found by calculating the maximum rainfall per 
unit area, in the case of Nagapattinam a heavy storm condition is taken as 15cm of rain 

falling in 10 hours. 
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3.A.1- STORM DRAIN ROAD NETWORK
Proposal for new and existing village for SIFFS in Tarangambadi

Therefore;
Water volume in 10 hours on 1m2: 0.15m3

Flowrate per m2: 0.000004m3/s
Flowrate per m road length: 0.000067m3/s

The flowrate for roads as taken from above will have to be added to any flowrate into the 
road from other tributary roads.

Sample Calculation
Road Length: 50m
Road Width: 10m

Flowrate: 50 x 0.000067 = 0.00335m3/s
If depth is not to exceed 0.1m then flow area is 1m2, and hydraulic radius is 0.098 (1m2 

area divided by 10.2m perimeter).
Putting these values into the formula, the value of S can be found, in this case 0.021.

3.A.1- STORM DRAIN ROAD NETWORK
Proposal for new and existing village for SIFFS in Tarangambadi

Network Design

The road layout must be designed in much the same way as a 
river network, in the case of the new site a simplified version of 
the road network is as shown below.10m roads & 6m roads

The central road will act as the main carrier of water to the 
discharge point; therefore the remaining roads (and therefore all 

parts of the settlement) will still be fully accessible in times of 
heavy rain.

12m roads 6m roads

3.A.1- STORM DRAIN ROAD NETWORK
Proposal for new and existing village for SIFFS in Tarangambadi

Topographical Design

The design of the surrounding topography is extremely important, below are demonstrated 
both the desired features and features to avoid when designing the system.

Desired Topography

Even Slope Created By Fill From Road
Road At Lower Level To Surrounding Area

Footpath Sloping Towards Road
Water Flows To Road

Undesirable Features

Uneven topography in the areas beside the roads, as this creates pools. 
Ditches to the side of the pavement

Pavements sloping away from the road
!.
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INTEGRATION OLD-NEW- SOCIAL/MORPHOLOGIC FRAMEWORK

THE BORDER=
POTENTIAL LOCATION FOR 
SERVICES RELATED TO THE 

PRODUCTION

THE INTERSTICE 1=
POTENTIAL LOCATION FOR 

FUTURE HOUSING 
EXTENSION

THE STRIP=
AREA RELATED TO 
SERVICES FOR THE 

COMMUNITY
(SCHOOLS, 

HOSPITALS,ETC.)

THE 
PLAYGROUND 

= CENTRALITY 
THROUGH THE USE 

OF THE OPEN SPACE

THE INTERSTICE 
2=

POTENTIAL LOCATION 
FOR FUTURE HOUSING 

EXTENSION

THE WOODS=
RE-FORESTATION AS 

WOODS RESERVE 
FOR INHABITANTS

(GREEN LONG)  

THE GARDEN=
PLACE FOR 

COMMEMORATION 
AND LEISURE

THE BEACH=
PLACE FOR 

INTERACTION 
BETWEEN 

FISHERMEN AND 
GUESTS (PLACE 

FOR SPECIAL 
EVENTS)

THE SQUARE=
PLACE FOR 

MEETING AND 
LEISURE 

THE BAY=
THE EXCEPTION IN THE 

BIO-SHIELD(WATER AND
SAND BARRIERS) 

GENERATES A PECULIAR
INNER OPEN SPACE

NEW

OLDTHE 
JUNCTION=

TERMINAL, DOOR , 
ICON FOR THE 

VILLAGE 

THE CANAL=
UPGRADED ROUTE 

FOR BOATS AND 
PEDESTRIANS

2.- SOCIAL-MORPHOLOGICAL INTEGRATION BETWEEN OLD AND NEW VILLAGE 

2.B- DEFINITION OF ‘SENSIBLE AREAS’
(OLD AND NEW “SOCIAL-MORPHOLOGICAL KEY PLACES”) 

AND RELATED ARCHITECTURE 

2.B.4- THE JUNCTION

?

RE-SIGNIFICATION OF BUCKINGHAM CANAL

BUCKINGHAM CANAL DURING THE RAINY SEASON
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IN CASE IT COULD BE GUARANTEED ENOUGH 
WATER FLOW FOR THE ALL YEAR THE USE OF 

THE CANAL WILL BECOME EVEN MORE 
EFFECTIVE 

RETAINING WALLS- RR OR RCC 
TECHNIQUE

OPTION 2- PHASE 2- LANDSCAPING

BUSHES TO PROTECT 
BACK HOUSES

PEDESTRIAN ROUTE 
ALONG THE CANAL-
CONCRETE  SLAB 

AVENUE TREES ALONG THE PATH

SOCIAL-CONSEQUENCIES OF OPTION 1

THE ONLY UPGRADE OF THE BORDER 
WILL SIMPLY ALLOW AN EASIER USE OF 
THE CANAL FOR FISHING ACTIVITIES  
DURING THE RAINY SEASONS

THE EXCAVATION OF THE CANAL COULD 
ALLOW FISHING ACTIVITIES DURING THE 
ALL YEAR

SOCIAL-CONSEQUENCIES 

THE EVENTUAL RESIDENTIAL 
AREA COULD BECOME MORE 
UPGRADED, DUE TO BETTER 

LIVING CONDITIONS. 

HAVING A ROAD WILL PREVENT 
ENCROACHMENTS IN FUTURE

OPTION 1- PHASE 2- LANDSCAPING LIGHT SHELTERS COULD BE USED IN A FLEXIBLE WAY , 
ALLOWING SEVERAL IMPLEMENTATIONS, FROM 
TEMPORARY PARTIES, TO PROCESSIONS, TO MARKETS 
BENCHES COULD BE POSITIONED TO STRENGTHEN THE 
SOCIAL USE OF THE SPACE

THE PEDESTRIAN ROUTE TO THE DANISH FORT COULD BE MARKED WITH A 
CONCRETE PATH,  AND VERTICALLY WITH A SEQUENCE  OF URBAN LAMPS. AN 
ORGANIC SEQUENCE OF BUSHES COULD SEPARATE THE SQUARE IN TWO SECTORS, 
ALLOWING DIFFERENT, COMPLEMENTARY USAGE

CHILDREN’S PARK 100 M SOUTH 
OF DANISH FORT

MANGROVE PLANTATION 10 
ACRES 10 000 SEEDLINGS

REFORESTATION 
TROPICAL SEEDLINGS

BEACH PROMENADE: 
WATER- WIND AND 

SAND SHIELD

COCONUT GREEN BELT 
+ ROCKS

LANDSCAPE  DESIGN 
FOR NEW SETTLEMENT

LEISURE AND MEMORIAL GARDEN

SMALL BOTANIC GARDEN 

LOCAL SPECIES

LANDSCAPE  DESIGNBY 
SIFFS  - TREE NURSERY

6.A- INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE INTERVENTIONS

PLAYGROUND FIELD

AVENUE TREES  ALONG THE 
BUCKINGHAM CANAL

LEISURE AND 
MEMORIAL GARDEN

SIFFS- PLANTATION

SIFFS- NEW 
SETTLEMENT

POTENTIAL LOCATION 
FOR NEW SERVICES

AREA WITH POTENTIAL OF 
FUTURE EXPANSION

POTENTIAL LOCATION 
FOR NEW SERVICES

POTENTIAL LOCATION FOR 
NEW TERMINAL AND CAR-PARK

OPTIONAL CAR-PARK

EVENT ON THE BEACH:

EVENT IN THE PLANTATION
MEMORIAL GARDEN

COLONY STREETS AS LINK
BEACH-WIDENING

PLAYGROUND
LIGHTHOUSE

AVENUE TREES AND PEDESTRIAN 
ROUTE ALONG THE CANAL

EVENT ON THE BEACH
INSTITUTIONAL 

COMPOUND
REPRESENTATIVE 

OPEN SPACE

EVENT IN THE OPEN SPACE

CHILDREN’S PARK

MANGROVE 
PLANTATION

SUGGESTIONS- GENERAL PLAN

SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME
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Conclusions
• Problem Areas In Planning

– Individual customization of the houses means more 
work.

– Allocation of the plots beforehand – The leaders of the 
community are not interested.

– Vested interests of some members of the community.
– Individual customization of the houses means more 

work on the part of the team. To maintain the 
motivation of the team and make everybody 
understand the concepts of the project.

– The biggest challenge is to make the community 
govern the things and make the project sustainable.

bennykuriakose@gmail.comwww.tarangambadi.in
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1

Rebuilding Homes and Communities in 
Post Tsunami Sri Lanka

A People-Centered Approach

UN-HABITAT

2

• It is a false trade-off to sacrifice local ownership 
for speed if that means short-cutting the rights of 
affected populations

•• The community centered planning and construction   The community centered planning and construction   
process not only helps to rebuild peopleprocess not only helps to rebuild people’’s s 
homes but also helps rebuild their lives. homes but also helps rebuild their lives. 

•• ““I like the system used by UNI like the system used by UN--HABITAT. With that HABITAT. With that 
system, I can and will say to everybody that system, I can and will say to everybody that this house this house 
has been built by myself. This is my own work. If good, has been built by myself. This is my own work. If good, 
thatthat’’s mine. If not good, thats mine. If not good, that’’s also mines also mine””..

3

Placing people at the centre of the 
recovery process…..

4

Key Elements of the Approach

•Community mobilisation
•Capacity development
•Community action planning
•Community savings 

5

Where to start?

Social Mobilization
…….is the first step 

• It allows people to understand their present           
circumstances and initiate action with their own 
creativity for change 

• Through mobilization, the affected people organizes 
themselves to take action collectively by developing 
their own plan and strategy

6

What is a Community?

A community is a group of families sharing common problems 
- in this case, victims of tsunami, living in a physically 

identifiable area 

The community is the focal point in the implementation of the 
resettlement and rebuilding strategy
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7

A Community… (contd.)

• In Sri Lanka most communities have their 
own organizations such as community 
development councils, savings and credit 
groups, fisheries cooperatives, death 
donation societies etc.

• Wherever a community organization exists 
they were re-energized to carry out 
development work

• Where they did not exist or were weak, the 
establishment of a new Community 
Development Council was facilitated. 8

Social mobilization initiated by Community Mobilisers -
They assist the community in:

• Holding general meetings to make them realize the 
need to organize for collective action

• Facilitating small group discussions dealing with 
specific issues

• Assisting  in the formation of Primary Groups (15 – 20 
families) and establishing rules of association

The Steps in Establishing a CDC?The Steps in Establishing a CDC?

9

• Representation at Community Development Council 
(CDC) - Two persons ( a man and a women for example) 
from the Primary Group may represent the group in the 
CDC

• Election of the office bearers of the CDC 
• Formulation of the constitution for the CDC
• Accreditation of the CDC with the local authority

Establishing a CDCEstablishing a CDC…… (contd.)(contd.)

10

How can Communities Plan and initiate Action ?How can Communities Plan and initiate Action ?

Community Action Planning (CAP) is the 
process for the communities to think, 
generate ideas, negotiate, consider 
options and trade offs and plan for their 
development

A CAP Workshop determines priorities
for planning of resettlement sites with 
assistance of professional staff 

11 12
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13 14

Community Development Council

CDC

Water Social Infrastructure 

Housing Reconstruction

Security

Land

Livelihood

Social and Culture

Literacy

Electricity
Street Light Health

Hygiene
Education

Capacity Building 
Training

Environment Solid 
Waste

Management

Physical Infrastructure

15

Integrated Actions of Community
Development Councils (CDC)

• Social Infrastructure
• Physical 

Infrastructure
• Housing
• Land (claims and 

rights)
• Water Supply and 

Sanitation

• Education and 
Capacity Building

• Management (O&M, 
Finance)

• Income Generation
• Savings and Credit
• Solid Waste 

Management

16

17

Community Contracts

• Physical infrastructure is undertaken by the 
communities through Community Contracts

• A Community Contract is a process whereby 
common amenities  and shelter can be built by the 
community for the people

• These make  communities take full 
responsibility 

• These afford community to have direct financial 
returns from the investment

18
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19

Why Community Contracts?

If physical works are carried out through the 
conventional contracting procedures, the 

community would only benefit from the output 
of the contract and not from the process of  

reconstruction 

20

Activity Conventional Contracts Community Contracts

Planning Outside Professionals Community with outside 
TA

Design Outside Professionals LG Engineer with 
Community

Physical Works Outside Contractor Community

Works Machine Intensive Labour Intensive

Investment Goes out of the 
Community

Stays within the 
Community

Quality of Work Chances of being inferior Good- its their own

Profit Margin High Low

Feeling of Ownership None Very High

21 22

• Each family has a Family File
• Family Files contain the respective Family Profile
• The Family Profile also serves as the baseline 
survey
• This will indicate the status of the family assets and 
the particular needs of each member
• The Family keeps the file and it will helps the family 
access entitlements.

Family File & Family ProfileFamily File & Family Profile

23

Accountability

The social and financial accountability in the 
participatory development initiatives are high

Accountability has always been looked at from the top

Central organisations thus keep control of funds and 
expenditure 

24

Accountability

• Community organisations are accountable not only to 
the funding agency but also to the people that they 
represent and they serve 

• Accountability has to be a two-way process 

• The people are the best judges of any facility that 
they have been provided

• The questions whether it was worth the cost and 
whether it was done to satisfactory standards are for 
themselves to answer
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

A reconnaissance survey, to identify trends in 
house-owners satisfaction of Tsunami 
Rehabilitation houses in Tamil Nadu

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

People’s satisfaction

Aim
To assess the house-owners satisfaction with regard to Tsunami 

Rehabilitation settlements

• Extent of community participation in decision making during various stages of 
housing and settlement planning 

• Satisfaction level of community members after occupying the newly constructed 
houses

• Extent of community ownership and participation for the management of social and 
physical infrastructure

• Participation by the community in the extension of houses, add-ons, etc.
• Community perception of “change” from the earlier life in terms of livelihood and 

social harmony
• Level of acceptance, incorporation, and regulation of housing insurance by the 

government, NGOs, and community….’
• Approach adopted in habitations to address habitat issues like : settlement patterns, 

timely provision of basic services, public infrastructure (such as access to 
schools, health centres, electricity, water, sanitation, and roads etc.), and 
community participation …..’

People’s satisfaction

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

People’s satisfaction

Limited Objective
Identify peoples response to some key socio-economic-site-construction aspects of 
rehabilitation, pre / post occupancy.

Team
Mahavir Archarya
Lata Iyer
Dharmesh Jadeja
Prashant Solanky
Kiran Vaghela

People’s satisfaction hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

People’s satisfaction

Methodology
Villages were selected so that a range of different village types could be covered, 
these included 

• Insitu / local relocation / relocation
• Fishermen / dalit / christians / others 
• Occupied / unoccupied
• At least two villages in each district

12 sites were visited in four districts of Tamil Nadu, between 25th May 2007 and 30th

May 2007

Both individual and focus group discussions were held in the villages themselves. 
Discussions were centred around the relevant issues. Discussions were also held 
with local community leaders. Where necessary separate discussions were also 
held with women and other vulnerable groups.

People’s satisfaction

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Areas of enquiry

Social- Economic
1) Are you satisfied regarding integration with your community and village?
2) Are you satisfied with the neighbors you are living with in your new home?
3) What are the implications of your new home with respect to your occupation?
4) How has your new home impacted your relationship with the market for your 
domestic need?

People’s satisfaction hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Areas of enquiry

Site/services
5) Are you satisfied with the community spaces in your layout?
6) Is the land for your colony/settlement appropriate with respect to flooding and 
salinity?
7) How is the site with respect to provision of services like water, electrification, 
drainage, connectivity/roads, and sanitation?
8) Are you satisfied with access to social infrastructure like school, community 
building, religious places, Panchayat etc.?
9) How are you using your old plot/house?

People’s satisfaction
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Areas of enquiry

House – (design/construction process)
10) Were you satisfied with the implementation/construction process of your 
home?
11) How does the placement of the house in your plot help you with your 
activities and extension potential?
12) Are you satisfied with the design and spaces you have – in particular; 

12) toilet
13) kitchen
14) external spaces?

15) Are you satisfied with the quality of construction of your home?

People’s satisfaction hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Findings

People’s satisfaction

Ka – Kancheepuram, Cu – Cuddalore, Na – Nagapattinam, Ku – Kunyakumari
"xxxx"""""x""x"0725mixedNaPallayar

xxx#$"xx#"$""x"-220mixedNa
Sellur relocation site - temporary 
shelter

"$""#""""""""$"75731tribalNaSellur relocation site - relocated

#####$x$"#""$$$all62fishermenKuMottam - james nagar

relocation

#$$#$""######x$0329fishermenKuSimon colony - temporary shelter site

##"""$"#"#"##$#163163dalitNaAmrita Nagar, Mappilai theru

$$##"""###"$$"#647647fishermenCuDevanpattinam

"$$#$""##"###$#<1050fishermenKaPerunthuravu Kuppam

$$$""#"######$#046
fishermen, some 
dalitKaDevenalli Kuppam

##$"###########3838dalitCuKanni Koil

local relocation 1km

#$$$#########$#7272fishermenKuColatchal

$$$"###########115115
fishermen, some 
dalitKaDevenalli Kuppam

insitu

C
onstruction 

quality

O
ther spaces

K
itchen
Toilet

H
ouse-

placem
ent

Process

O
ld house

Social 
infrastructure

Services
land

C
om

m
unity 

spaces
M

arket

Livelihoods

N
eighbors

Integration

occupiednocommunity

districttype

Social / 
economic

Site / 
services

Process / design 
/ construction

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

General patterns

1. Generally low satisfaction on issues of kitchen, neighbors and 
community spaces.

1. Relocation sites more than 1 km from the origional village has 
problems on all aspects, social, economic, site and services, 
house design/construction.

3.   Local relocations, less than 1km does not effect  social 
integration, economic, access to infrastructure.

4. Almost all the relocated families plan to continue to use their old 
plots/houses.

People’s satisfaction hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o n

Findings
insitu

People’s satisfaction

#$$$#########$#7272FKuColatchal

$$$"###########115115F,DKa
Devenalli 
Kuppam

insitu

construction quality

other spaces
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unity spaces
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occupiedno
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districtVillage

design / construction / processsite / servicessocial / economic

Ka – Kancheepuram, Cu – Cuddalore, Na – Nagapattinam, Ku – Kunyakumari

F – Fishermen, D – Dalit, T - Tribal
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hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Insitu

Devanalli kuppam
Kancheeparum
118 fishermen, 19 dalit/washermen
115 houses insitu, 49 houses relocation
• the Panchayat played an important role. They 

ensured that all the families got a house, in situ or 
local relocation. They allocated their Panchayat 
land adjoining to the existing settlement for large 
families. Though it was only one cent land the 
families were satisfied, as the proximity to 
existing site was high priority. 

• They got NGO’s to agree to make extensions to 
existing houses in the in situ location instead of 
breaking the old home. The NGO, also 
encouraged this approach. 

• In the local relocation site the plots close to the 
main road was a preferred location, therefore 
they, by consensus, agreed to a draw of lots, 
therefore there was no outright dissatisfaction.

• The Ngo let all the home owners know in 
advance of the ownership and allowed the 
people to design the inside spaces of each 
home. They also encouraged them to recycle 
their old doors and windows and offered that 
they would fix them in the new house for them.
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Insitu

Kanni Koil
Cuddolore
39 all relocation (dalit) - 1km
• Community were involved in choosing the site for the relocation, a site close to a 

water tank was chosen by the community
• The community also chose the allocation of houses, insuring that extended 

families were grouped together – as in the old settlement. And continue traditional 
practises such as shared kitchens

• Livelihoods were not greatly affected as they still have access to their old places of 
work

• Space was provided for a new koil, (temple) – the community is shifting its old koil
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Local Relocation

Devanpattinam
Cuddalore
637 relocation (fishermen) 1km

• the traditional Panchayat had lost the confidence of the community due to corruption allegations 
during the relief phase. Whereas the community expected that all the 1500 families will be 
allocated new homes, the NGO built only 650 houses. As there was no consensus on the list of 
beneficiaries for the new homes, the NGO abdicated the responsibility of allotment of houses 
to the government. According to the community, the allocation of homes was marked by 
favoritism, corruption charges and fighting. Today a large number of houses have been given 
on rent, some even sold out! 

• as it is a large relocation (647 houses) some community spaces will be required in the future, 
even now they had already created a shed for knitting/repair of nets, that had not been provided 
in the site plan.
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Relocation
Sellur relocation site
Nagapattinam
731 relocation (mixed communities), 4 -5km, 75 occupied
• A community of madari’s/domestic servants/ utencils,clothes barters relocated after 

their temporary shelter burnt down. As they have to go to the city every day for work, 
and to get their daily groceries the cost of commuting is of concern for them. Their 
daily expenditure, on an average has increased by 30 rupees with respect to 
their livelihood alone. Now they are considering buying their groceries on a weekly 
basis, but several do not have the capital or storage facilities to do this.

Cont……
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Relocation
Sellur relocation site
Nagapattinam
731 relocation (mixed communities), 4 -5km, 75 occupied 
• They have a unique lifestyle, and live and cook outside their homes, in a manner 

which is not common in urban-Nagapattinam. They have been relocated to a site 
where other villages are soon to be relocated. They were afraid that their new 
neighbors will not let them live next to them.
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations – site 

• Generally, the site selected for rehab is 
the first concern as this can often have a 
detrimental affect on livelihoods

• followed by the selection of the 
neighbors and neighborhood, to 
maintain social networks

• the house design itself is the third 
concern for people

hunnarsh!l!
f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations – site 

Local relocations (less than 1km) generally do not 
greatly affect the social fabric and access to 
public facilities adversely; therefore the level of 
satisfaction is high. (also as they do not plan to 
abandon their old homes).
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations - site

Many families in relocation sites plan to continue to use their old 
plots/repaired homes. In one village they had already begun to sell 
and give the new homes on rent (Devanapattinam).
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations - site

In a large majority, even though the new homes 
in relocation sites had been completed, the 
main reasons for non occupancy was the lack of 
infrastructure and the availability of 
repaired/preferred old homes. Generally the 
highest occupancy was in Dalit/Tribal families. 
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations - site

There was high sense of satisfaction amongst 
many of the Dalits, as inspite of relocation as 
they were getting a land title, unlike the land they 
were living on in the old plot. 
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations - site

If the site chosen for relocation is done in consultation 
with the community, the occupancy and satisfaction is 
high as socio-economic, site conditions and service 
availability are considered (Kannikoil).
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations - participation

Several NGO’s encouraged participative decision making, on 
different components of the reconstruction. Wherever this 
happened there was a clear sense of satisfaction amongst the 
community. Some of the examples of joint decision making 
were:

• Choosing ones neighbors (Kanni Koil),
• Internal planning of home and recycling of old material 

(Devanalli Kuppam),
• Extension of old home with new construction (Devanalli

Kuppam).
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations - participation
Several traditional panchayats, and parish councils 

played an important role in several areas of 
decision making that resulted in higher 
satisfaction amongst the community. Some of 
these areas are:

• allocation of homes,
• identification of land for relocation,
• Identification and coordination with NGO. 
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Observations – design / construction

Few NGO’s had planned the outside spaces for being used, though 
people were seen to be spending the majority of their time outside the 
home. Some of the functions the majority of the people used the 
outside space for was:

• living and interacting with guests,
• cooking and dining,
• Economic activity related functions.
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations   - design / construction

Dalits ( and women) were using the 
toilets more than other communities.

Vanagiri - Nagapattinam
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f o u n d a  t i o nPeople’s satisfaction

Observations   - design / construction

About one fourth of the homes had begun making 
additions to their homes, though few NGO’s had 
incorporated space or construction details for extension.

• Coconut leaves verandas,
• Coconut leaves extensions on the first floor,
• Outside kitchens,
• Compound walls


